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Abstract
This thesis describes schemes for both a fast two-qubit gate operation and the steady-state
preparation of a Bell state with trapped ions.
A critical figure of merit for quantum computing with trapped ions is the gate duration
relative to the decoherence timescale. We propose a fast gate scheme that offers improve-
ments in time, fidelity and simplicity of implementation over existing fast gate proposals.
Our scheme can operate on both neighbouring and non-neighbouring ions in a long ion
crystal. This provides a simpler and faster mechanism than traditional gates for complex
quantum computing operations on large numbers of ions. The scheme achieves fideli-
ties well above quantum error correction thresholds around 10−4, and operates arbitrarily
fast given arbitrary laser repetition rates. The production of these ultra-fast pulses is
an experimental challenge, and fast gates have not yet been implemented; we present an
implementation scheme using pulse splitting to provide a higher repetition rate and the
pulse timing freedoms required for the gate scheme. We also analyse the effects of errors
in the pulses on the gate operation.
We analyse another strategy to generate entanglement using a driven dissipative process.
Typically, environmental couplings cause decoherence. However, by combining dissipative
dynamics with suitably chosen Hamiltonian evolution, the system can be steered to the
desired steady states. Our steady-state scheme prepares a maximally-entangled Bell state
with fidelity above 0.99, much higher than for schemes implemented with trapped ions.
The driven dissipation continuously pumps the system towards the antisymmetric Bell
steady-state, which is dark to the system dynamics and robust to parameter variations.
The dominant loss mechanism is anomalous heating of the motional modes, reducing our
fidelity by less than 0.01 for current experimental rates. Our scheme jointly addresses
the ions and does not use sympathetic cooling. We enhance our scheme by combining
the dissipative state preparation with the detection of photons, and obtain a significant
fidelity enhancement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The perpetual question of science is “How?” We seek to understand how we can reach
and walk on the moon, how superconductors work, and how we can harness the process
of fusion. Our curiosity and desire for progress have brought science far beyond spilling
water from Archimedes’ bath. Labs across the world manipulate individual electrons and
macroscopic ensembles of coherent atoms with control techniques that hold the promise
of future technologies. Computers are an invaluable tool in our investigations, and we
continually push against their technological limitations as we explore exponentially com-
plex problems. Quantum dynamics present such a challenge; if all of the atoms in the
universe were classical bits in our computer, the behaviour of just a thousand effective
two-level atoms would be beyond our reach. Turning the problem on its head gives the
questions driving quantum information processing (QIP): how can we use these quantum
information resources, and how far can they take us?
Quantum information processing operates according to quantum mechanics, with access to
fundamentally different physics from classical information processes. Resources unique to
quantum mechanics, such as entanglement, are wielded for advantages otherwise unattain-
able. In particular, several quantum algorithms have proven to be more efficient than their
classical algorithm counterparts. Shor’s algorithm [1] for factorizing integers is polyno-
mial in the number of required operations, while an exponential number of operations is
required classically. Grover’s algorithm searches an unstructured database quadratically
faster than classical search algorithms [2]. These algorithms have significant practical
uses, and their promise has motivated a vast body of research in the field of quantum
computing and cryptography [3–5]. A further QIP application is quantum simulation,
where manipulable quantum systems are prepared to behave like more complex counter-
parts [6, 7]. Interesting properties of the complex system are captured in the ‘toy’ model
for easier study, while classically solving these properties is often intractable [8]. Both
quantum simulations and algorithms are still in early stages of implementation [8,9], and
the extent of the possible gains from using quantum resources for QIP remains unclear.
Implementation of any quantum algorithm requires a physical system with appropriate
quantum mechanical behaviour. Manipulating information is a key component of quantum
computing; physically this corresponds to quantum logic gate operations. A two-qubit,
entangling gate is an essential part of a universal set of quantum logic gates required
to produce any quantum computing operation. High-fidelity two-qubit gates have been
1
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performed on ions trapped electromagnetically [10–16], a particularly successful QIP plat-
form [17–20]. These gates typically require resolution of particular states in the motional
energy spectrum of the ions [17,21], using the ion motion to transfer information between
energy states of the ions. As the number of ions in the trap system increases, the density
of energy levels in the motional spectrum increases and longer gate times are required
for this resolution [22]. Faster gate operations are necessary to preserve the coherence re-
quired for quantum computation; this coherence is gradually eroded through interactions
with the world external to the computing system.
Instead of using these spectral methods, fast two-qubit gates use mechanical methods
to achieve operation times orders of magnitude faster than traditional gates. Fast gates,
proposed in 2003 [23], excite many motional states rather than resolving one [22–25]. More
sophisticated control must be used to restore the ion motion to its initial state; this serves
to both disentangle the ion motion and internal energy states, and to prevent the gate
operation from heating the ions. Despite the number of motional modes increasing with
the number of trapped ions, the gate operation applied to neighbouring ions only involves
local ions for sufficiently fast gates [22,24,26,27]. Consequently, the control does not grow
in complexity and the fast gate times do not slow with increasing numbers of ions in the
trap.
The improvements in gate time make fast gates extremely appealing, however they have
not yet been implemented. The necessary amplitude modulation of continuous, shaped
pulses is a significant experimental challenge, and this is the freedom that much of the
fast-gate literature requires [22,25, 26]. Pulsed gate proposals involve large instantaneous
momentum kicks or require extremely high laser repetition rates for gate fidelities close to
1 [23,24]. While pulsed lasers are making promising progress [28,29], there remain imple-
mentation issues such as insufficient repetition rates and pulses fixed in time according to
the repetition rate of the ultra-fast laser. These issues must be addressed before a pulsed
fast gate can be performed, let alone with speeds that make it ion-number insensitive.
This thesis addresses the potential of fast gates as well as the implementation challenges,
making significant progress toward large-scale QIP implementation. We first compare
proposed schemes for pulsed fast gates and quantify the experimental requirements for
their implementation. We also present our own scheme which achieves higher gate fidelities
and speeds within experimental constraints on laser performance. By applying the pulsed
schemes to neighbouring ions in a many-ion crystal, we find the laser repetition rates
needed to ensure that only local ions are involved in the gate. Furthermore, we show that
distant ions in the crystal can also be entangled using fast gates; we present the stronger
laser requirements for this coupling. Although pulsed lasers have limited freedoms when
applied directly to the ions, we present an implementation method by splitting large
laser pulses to provide the required freedoms in the pulse timings and a higher effective
repetition rate. Our analysis of errors in the scheme and their impact on the gate provides
benchmarks for laser requirements to perform the gate. We quantify the impact of laser
pulse errors in particular detail, as these errors compound with the number of applied
pulses to severely restrict the final gate fidelity.
In the second component of this thesis we present a steady state scheme for trapped ions
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that uses a different entanglement mechanism from gate processes. Steady states have
balanced inflow and outflow of population due to the system dynamics, and often a pre-
pared environmental coupling and other noise sources. Coupling a quantum system to an
environment typically causes decoherence: a coherent quantum system is driven towards
classical states without distinctively quantum properties. Counterintuitively, one of the
methods for combatting the destructive effects of environmental couplings is to engineer
dissipation channels, or environments. This quantum reservoir engineering method [30] has
been used to investigate decoherence [31,32] and to design robust non-classical states [33]
in the motional degrees of freedom of trapped ions. Engineered reservoirs are robust
to preexisting natural decoherence sources [33] and also to variations of parameters and
initial conditions. This has led to a number of proposals to engineer many-body quan-
tum states [34, 35] and to prepare and stabilise quantum steady-states in a variety of
systems [36, 37], including cavity quantum electrodynamics [38, 39], optomechanical sys-
tems [40, 41], and superconducting qubits [42]. Although experimentally challenging, en-
gineered dissipation has been used to generate entanglement in atomic ensembles [43], to
implement quantum operations in ion traps [44], and more recently to prepare Bell states
in superconducting qubits [45] and in ion traps [46].
Generating Bell states is of particular interest as they are maximally-entangled, violate
the Bell inequality to reveal the flaws in our local realist preconceptions of reality, and
they are also useful for QIP protocols such as quantum teleportation and superdense cod-
ing [3]. Despite the intrinsic robustness of dissipative driven dynamics, however, the Bell
steady-state fidelities achieved in recent trapped ion experiments are far below the high
fidelities achieved with more traditional time-dependent entangling gates [12] and, there-
fore, are still much lower than the fidelities required for a quantum information processing
system [9, 12]. In [44], for example, the entangling mechanism relies on successive appli-
cations of quantum gates to generate a quantum operation. While a Bell state fidelity of
0.91 has been achieved for a single cycle, fidelity decreases as the dynamics approach the
continuous dissipative master equation limit. In contrast, Lin et al. [46] used continuous,
time-independent fields and achieved fidelities of up to 0.75 that could be boosted to 0.89
using stepwise application of laser fields. In this case, the fidelity is limited by the intrinsic
loss mechanisms present in the particular continuous driving scheme adopted.
In this thesis, we present a scheme that uses a driven dissipative process to engineer a Bell
state with fidelity above 0.99, appropriate for QIP protocols. The target Bell state is dark
to the system dynamics. Improvement in state generation through conditional dynamics
has been previously explored in schemes relying on feedback [47–49] and also used re-
cently with superconducting qubits [45]. We further enhance our scheme by conditioning
the system dynamics on detection of the dissipative emission process. Our steady-state
entanglement proposal provides a robust method for Bell state preparation.
1.1 Thesis structure
Before exploring our schemes in detail, we present the building blocks of quantum mechan-
ics and QIP in Chapter 2. Dynamics of trapped ions and their interactions with external
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fields are presented in Chapter 3, leading to the conditions for performing fast gates on
ion crystals. In Chapter 4, we compare proposed fast gate schemes for two ions, and we
extend our proposed scheme to apply it to both neighbouring and non-neighbouring ions in
long ion crystals. Laser power applied to the ions governs the gate fidelity, and we present
the laser repetition rates required to achieve high-fidelity pulsed fast gates. This work is
submitted for publication [50]. We apply optimisation to provide experimental implemen-
tations of fast gates for two ions in Chapter 5. We thus overcome experimental challenges
in pulse timings and repetition rates, as published in New Journal of Physics [51]. Par-
ticular issues for implementing the gates can arise from imperfect laser pulse areas, which
lead to compounding gate infidelities with the number of pulses, and short pulse durations
that cause the rotating wave approximation to fail. These two critical error sources are
considered in Chapter 6: we provide benchmarks for laser pulse area accuracy and pulse
length requirements to produce a high-fidelity fast gate. We address the second compo-
nent of the thesis in Chapter 7, where we present our steady-state scheme for generating
a Bell state, as published in Physical Review Letters [52]. Finally, we conclude with an
overview of our progress as it fits within the broader investigations of quantum behaviour
and QIP, and we outline possible extensions of this work.
Chapter 2
Background
Physical quantum systems have complex dynamics determined by the interplay of the
system’s behaviour and environmental coupling effects. These dynamics determine the
success or failure of the state preparation and gate operations we will consider. We present
the mechanics of closed systems and then techniques for both modeling and manipulating
interactions with the environment in the following section. QIP is built on these quantum
dynamics, and quantum software and hardware requiring particular physical properties
are outlined in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we present the optimisation methods we use to
create the desired quantum software tools from the trapped-ion physical system.
2.1 Quantum mechanics
Quantum systems are famously counter-intuitive in their behaviour [53, 54], which is de-
scribed by four postulates, following [3]:
1. A state of a system is described by a unit vector |ψ〉 in a Hilbert space, a complex
vector space with an inner product.
2. The system evolves according to the Schro¨dinger equation,
ih¯
∂|ψ〉
∂t
= H|ψ〉, (2.1)
when it is isolated from external interactions; in this case the system is called closed.
Note that |ψ〉 is the unit vector from postulate 1, written using Dirac notation, and h¯ is
the reduced Planck constant. H is the Hamiltonian of the system, a Hermitian operator
which governs the dynamics and has energy eigenstates:
H|Ei〉 = Ei|Ei〉 (2.2)
for energy eigenvector |Ei〉.
5
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The Schro¨dinger equation evolves the state |ψ〉 linearly, and can be solved for an operator
that evolves the state in time, the unitary operator U . In the case that the Hamiltonian
is time independent:
|ψ(t′)〉 = U(t, t′)|ψ(t)〉, (2.3)
U(t, t′) = exp
(−i
h¯
H(t′ − t)
)
, (2.4)
which can be reversed in time using its Hermitian conjugate U †, such that
U †U = UU † = I, (2.5)
the identity operator.
3. Measurement of a quantum state is described using measurement operators {Mm}
where m labels the outcome of the measurement. For an initial state |ψ〉, the prob-
ability of outcome m is
p(m) = 〈ψ|M †mMm|ψ〉, (2.6)
and the state after measurement is
Mm|ψ〉√
〈ψ|M †mMm|ψ〉
, (2.7)
where the state is operated on and renormalised.
The probabilities of different measurement outcomes must sum to 1, and the mea-
surement operators accordingly satisfy the completeness relation∑
m
M †mMm = I. (2.8)
4. We combine state spaces using the tensor product, and states of systems that are
subsets of the entire system are also joined with the tensor product. Given states
|ψA〉 of system A and |ψB〉 of system B, the total system is |ψAψB〉 ≡ |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψb〉.
Here we have constructed a framework for the expression of a quantum state, as well as its
evolution and measurement, and the combination of physical systems. These postulates
are general mathematical properties for any physical system; we have not considered
physical implementations or processes for determining the Hamiltonian H, which contains
the specifics of the system.
2.1.1 Density operators
We can frame the postulates more generally by considering the density operator rather
than the state of the system. Using the density operator formulation, we can also consider
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classical probabilistic combinations, or ensembles, of states |ψ〉. These mixed states can
be represented using a density operator or matrix as follows:
ρ =
∑
i
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, (2.9)
with probability pi that the system is in the pure state |ψi〉, such that
∑
i pi = 1. The
trace of a density matrix Tr(ρ) = 1, while Tr(ρ2) ≤ 1 with equality iff the system is in a
pure state.
The evolution equation for the density matrix, the von Neumann equation, can be derived
from the Schro¨dinger evolution of the states:
ρ˙ =
1
ih¯
[H, ρ]. (2.10)
We will use this formalism to consider the dynamics of our systems.
2.1.2 Entanglement
Interesting quantum dynamics is often due to entanglement, which plays a significant role
in QIP. It is defined in a negative sense; entanglement is present when the state of a
composite system |ψAB〉 is not separable. The state |ψAB〉 is separable if it can be written
as
|ψAB〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉, (2.11)
as a tensor product of independent subsystems.
For mixed states, we use the density matrix to define separability as in [55]: the system
described by
ρAB =
∑
i
piρ
A
i ⊗ ρBi , (2.12)
is separable, where pi are probabilities and ρ
A
i and ρ
B
i are density matrices for subsystems
A and B respectively.
Large entangled systems can occur through self-interactions or by interacting with other
quantum systems; recently around 3000 atoms were entangled with a weak laser pulse [56].
Expanding a general two-qubit state |ψAB〉 in the computational basis, there are 22 com-
plex amplitudes for the basis states:
|ψAB〉 = a00|00〉+ a01|01〉+ a10|10〉+ a11|11〉, (2.13)
and N qubits require 2N such amplitudes. It can be seen that a separable state is a special
case for the system.
Particular entangled states are desirable for their role in quantum processes or for studying
the effect of scale on quantum behaviour. The Bell states are two-qubit states which are
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called maximally entangled, shown below:
|Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉) (2.14)
|Φ−〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 − |11〉) (2.15)
|Ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉) (2.16)
|Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉). (2.17)
Bell states are useful for quantum teleportation and superdense coding [3]. They also
maximally violate the Bell inequality [57], which highlights the foreign nature of quantum
mechanics since it does not obey local realism, properties posited to hold in a complete
physical theory by EPR in [54]. In Chapter 7 of this thesis, we prepare the antisymmetric
Bell state |Ψ−〉.
Classical systems do not possess entanglement, and interaction with large-scale, classical
systems typically drives quantum systems towards mixed states.
2.1.3 Decoherence
We have explored closed quantum systems, with dynamics described by the Schro¨dinger
equation and no external influence on the system of choice. Realistic systems are always
in contact with the outside environment, even if the timescale for these interactions can
be much longer than that of the internal dynamics. Entangled states in our system must
typically be protected from interactions with the environment, which usually harm the
carefully prepared entangled states. This destructive noise process from the environment
is called decoherence.
Decoherent processes typically mix a state, and their effect can be modeled using the
Lindblad master equation [58]:
ρ˙(t) = D[A]ρ(t) (2.18)
≡ Aρ(t)A† − 1
2
(A†Aρ(t) + ρ(t)A†A), (2.19)
where A is a Lindblad operator, and time evolution of the master equation is determined
by the Lindblad superoperator D[A]ρ, which can be seen as an irreversible channel, as ex-
plored in [59]. The process is assumed to be Markovian, meaning that the future behaviour
of the process is independent of its past.
If the interaction with the environment were loss through spontaneous emission events
described by operator σ−, with rate γ, we could write A =
√
γσ−. The σ− operator can
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be written in the {e, g} basis, along with its Hermitian conjugate σ+:
σ− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, (2.20)
σ+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
. (2.21)
2.1.4 Measurement and stochastics
Interactions between a quantum system and its environment are also necessary for mea-
suring the system. Measurement introduces backaction on the system. Projective mea-
surements cause collapse of the system wavefunction to an eigenstate of the measurement
operator, however the third postulate of quantum mechanics describes more general mea-
surements where the backaction can be less dramatic. Particular measurements give rise
to particular dynamics in the system; the probabilistic nature of measurement results
means that a particular history of measurement results corresponds to system behaviour
conditional on that history. Predicting this conditional evolution for the system involves
a probabilistic measurement process with a resulting system trajectory for each stochastic
run. A detailed formalism for quantum measurement can be found in [59].
In this thesis we will consider photodetection, where a detection event corresponds to mea-
suring the photon emitted by atomic decay σ−, which occurs at some rate γ. Mathemati-
cally, including this measurement process transforms our master equation, equation (2.19)
for the spontaneous emission example, into a stochastic master equation (SME). The
SME is conditioned on the measurement record, and we emphasise this by evolving the
conditional density matrix ρC(t), following [59]:
dρC(t) = dN(t)
(
σ−ρC(t)σ
†
−
Tr[σ†−σ−ρC(t)]
− ρC(t)
)
+ γdt
(
−1
2
(σ†−σ−ρC(t) + ρC(t)σ
†
−σ−) + Tr[σ
†
−σ−ρC(t)]ρC(t)
)
, (2.22)
where Poissonian noise dN(t) determines detection events by randomly taking the value
of 0 or 1 in an infinitesimal time increment such that
dN(t)2 = dN(t), (2.23)
according to the detection probability:
E[dN(t)] = γdtTr[σ†−σ−ρC(t)], (2.24)
where E denotes the classical expectation value.
This evolution, conditioned on a stochastic measurement record, involves measurement
jumps and renormalisation. Another degree of complexity is added when there is imperfect
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Figure 2.1: Trajectories of excited state population over time for the stochastic master
equation (2.25) with different detection efficiencies ξ. For nonzero ξ, probabilistic detection
events are shown for both trajectories. A perfect detection efficiency ξ = 1 corresponds
to the stochastic master equation (2.22), and efficiency ξ = 0 corresponds to the master
equation.
detection, with only the probability ξ of detecting the emitted photon, which gives [59]:
dρC(t) = dN(t)
(
σ−ρC(t)σ
†
−
Tr[σ†−σ−ρC(t)]
− ρC(t)
)
+ γdt
[
(1− ξ)D[σ−]ρC(t)
+ξ
(
−1
2
(σ†−σ−ρC(t) + ρC(t)σ
†
−σ−) + Tr[σ
†
−σ−ρC(t)]ρC(t)
)]
, (2.25)
E[dN(t)] = ξγdtTr[σ†−σ−ρC(t)]. (2.26)
Here the unobserved decoherent behaviour model of equation (2.19) is combined with the
measurement model in proportion to the detection efficiency. Figure 2.1 shows particular
stochastic trajectories or unravellings for different detection efficiencies in this simple
master equation, which impact the evolution significantly. The imperfect detection case
gives a decay in excited state population even in the absence of a detection event. Different
probabilistic detection times for the trajectories cause the excited state population to
jump to zero in the figure. It is also important to note that the expectation value of
the conditional master equations (2.22) and (2.25) restores the no-measurement model;
averaging the trajectories of the system returns the aggregate behaviour.
The evolution and measurement of quantum systems form the basis of QIP. Creating large-
scale QIP operations involves a detailed understanding of both the quantum dynamics of
a system and its environment, and the higher-level software performed by the physical
hardware components.
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Figure 2.2: Bloch sphere representation of a qubit.
2.2 Quantum information processing (QIP)
QIP uses quantum mechanics for the storage, manipulation and readout of information.
We will outline the quantum analogues of classical software and hardware: operation
processes and their physical representations.
2.2.1 QIP software
A bit is the basic element of information in classical computing, corresponding to a zero
or one. Qubits are the quantum information analogue, and for two basis states |0〉 and |1〉,
a qubit can be written as an arbitrary (normalised) superposition of these basis states. A
qubit’s internal state |ψ〉 can be represented as a vector on a Bloch sphere, as in Figure 2.2,
using spherical coordinates:
|ψ〉 = cos
(
θ
2
)
|0〉+ eiφ sin
(
θ
2
)
|1〉, (2.27)
with relative phase φ.
Just as operations on classical bits are called logic gates, quantum logic gates manipulate
qubits to perform quantum computation. Single-qubit operations, or single-qubit gates,
correspond to rotations on the Bloch sphere. The quantum analogue of a single-qubit
not gate performs a pi-rotation on the sphere such that the internal states are inverted,
|0〉 ↔ |1〉. The operation of the quantum not gate can be described by a simple truth
table:
Input Output
|1〉 |0〉
|0〉 |1〉
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The quantum not gate can also be called a Pauli X gate, and the Pauli Y and Z operators
are other useful gates for describing qubit dynamics [3]:
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(2.28)
σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
(2.29)
σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (2.30)
in the {e, g} basis. The Pauli X, Y and Z matrices can be exponentiated to give the
rotation operators about the axes of the Bloch sphere [3].
An n-qubit quantum gate is a function of n qubits that outputs n qubits, as quantum
operations are linear and reversible. In the following chapters we will consider a conditional
phase gate, where the internal states of two qubits obey the unitary
U = ei
pi
4
σz1σ
z
2 , (2.31)
using the Pauli σz operator acting on ions 1 and 2. This gate is described by the following
truth table:
Input Output
|11〉 eipi4 |11〉
|10〉 e−ipi4 |10〉
|01〉 e−ipi4 |01〉
|00〉 eipi4 |00〉
This operation is equivalent to the more commonly known cnot two-qubit gate, up to
single-qubit rotations. The cnot gate, controlled on the first qubit, acts on the compu-
tational basis states as follows:
Input Output
|11〉 |10〉
|10〉 |11〉
|01〉 |01〉
|00〉 |00〉
A set of gates that can construct any arbitrary operation or algorithm on our qubits is
called universal. The set of all one-qubit gates and any irreducible two-qubit gate form a
universal set of gates [60]. The conditional phase gate of equation (2.31) can thus provide
the two-qubit element of such a set.
The specifics of the qubit representation, interactions and decoherence depend on the
physical platform, or hardware.
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2.2.2 QIP hardware
Implementations of QIP require physical processes corresponding to computing elements,
as formalised by DiVincenzo [61]:
1. A scalable physical system composed of a number of qubits is required. The qubit
interactions with the system and external fields must be well defined.
2. It must be possible to prepare the system such that the qubits are in a known,
computationally useful initial state.
3. The coupling to the environment must be minimal: we require a long timescale for
significant decoherence to occur relative to the operation timescale.
4. It must be possible to manipulate arbitrary pairs of qubits with precision to perform
unitary operations corresponding to a universal set of quantum gates.
5. Projective measurements on the states of the qubits must be possible.
Various physical platforms for QIP have been proposed and implemented [3, 4, 62], each
with concomitant advantages and drawbacks. For this reason it is difficult to predict which
particular system or hybrid will be developed into a large-scale quantum computer. For
example, silicon systems have the fabrication power of the semiconductor industry, how-
ever short coupling distances are ongoing challenges with these systems [4, 63]. Quantum
networks will almost certainly use photons to transfer information between nodes [64],
and linear optical systems have performed information processing but require continuing
improvements in photon production and detection [65–67].
Trapped ions
This thesis will focus on trapped ions [17], which fulfil most of the DiVincenzo criteria;
reviews of this system can be found in [18–20,68]. The system involves singly charged ions
such as Ca+ and Be+ in a linear Paul trap [69], a typical ion trapping system and our focus
for this thesis, although 2D Penning traps are also used [70]. Two internal states of the ions
are chosen to be the qubit states; radio-frequency or optical qubits. The qubit states are
manipulated using atom-laser interactions, which allow the implementation of a universal
set of gates [60]: single-qubit rotations are straightforward, and multiple-qubit gates are
mediated by the shared motional modes of the ions, as we explore in Chapter 3. Fidelities
for state preparation, gate operation and readout are all close to unity [12, 20, 71]. Both
the radio-frequency qubit coherence lifetimes of minutes [72] and the one second optical
qubit lifetime [73] are many orders of magnitude longer than entangling gates with speeds
up to the order of 10 µs [10, 11]. Typical two-qubit gate operations address particular
motional sidebands, such as the Cirac-Zoller (CZ) [17] and Mølmer-Sørensen (MS) [21]
gates. We explore the fast gate mechanism to improve the gate to decoherence timescale
ratio, and to facilitate scaling the number of ions in a single trap.
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Scaling up the number of ion qubits is a particular challenge; scaling proposals such as
ion shuttling between different trap regions are still in early stages [19, 74–77]. For small
numbers of ions, the trapped ion platform has already performed teleportation [78–80],
entanglement of up to 14 ions [81–84], quantum algorithms [85–88] and simulation of
quantum systems [44,89,90].
In this thesis, we equip the ion trap system for QIP applications and more fundamental
tests of quantum mechanics by extending both steady state and unitary entanglement
mechanisms. First, we must introduce methods for measuring and improving the efficacy
of our schemes.
2.3 Optimised control schemes
In this thesis, we use control theory to provide fast gate operations with minimal time,
maximimal fidelity and simplicity in experimental setup given particular experimental
restrictions. Control theory is broadly applicable; it involves techniques for manipulating
a state using implementable control to achieve a well-defined goal. A useful introduction
can be found in [91]. A state here is the physical characterization of a system, and the
goal can vary from reaching a particular final state, to the performance of a particular
state trajectory, to the minimal application of control. Optimising the fast gate process
involves the comparison of different processes as a whole; no feedback is involved, and the
control is called open-loop. In contrast, we employ closed-loop control when we prepare a
steady state using detection in Section 7.2; the system output during the scheme plays a
role in determining when the target state has been achieved.
To improve our processes, we introduce a cost function to represent the ‘distance’ from
the goal mathematically. The cost function can also introduce physical restrictions on the
allowed paths to reach the goal. For state and control described by vectors x(t) and u(t)
respectively, the cost J can be written as [91]
J = h(x(tf ), tf ) +
∫ tf
t0
g(x(t), u(t), t)dt, (2.32)
for a process from time t0 to tf , and h and g depend on the problem-specific goal. We
seek to minimise the cost function, which optimises our control scheme.
Quantum information processing often involves the preparation of a particular state or the
performance of a specific operation. The natural quantification of success is the comparison
between the target and actual states or operations. The fidelity [92] with respect to two
density matrices ρ and σ is defined as:
F (ρ, σ) = Tr[
√√
ρσ
√
ρ]2. (2.33)
This can be simplified to an inner product describing overlap of the states for a pure state
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ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|:
F (ψ, σ) = 〈ψ|σ|ψ〉, (2.34)
where ψ could be a typical target state and σ the actual mixed state achieved. The fidelity
function obeys
0 ≤ F (ρ, σ) ≤ 1, (2.35)
where the fidelity is 1 iff ρ = σ [92]. As we seek to minimise cost functions for an optimal
solution, some function of the infidelity or error, 1 − F (ρ, σ), is a typical cost function
chosen in this thesis.
The landscape or search space of the cost function is critical in optimization. In a con-
vex landscape, a local minimum must also be the global minimum. Unfortunately, our
landscapes have a large number of local minima as shown in Section 5.3. To search our
landscape, we require global optimization methods that search broadly rather than con-
verging on the first discovered minimum. A review of global methods can be found in [93];
in this thesis we apply the simulated annealing stochastic method [94], which emulates the
reheating and cooling process of a material to reduce its defects. It uses a gradually re-
duced tolerance for increasing the cost function, and thereby searches beyond local traps it
may have found. This method is resistant to the noise in the search landscape introduced
by physical restrictions on our control [94]. The complexity of the search space means
that global optimizers are not guaranteed to find the optimal cost, and we use multiple
runs with varying search parameters to check the consistency of our results.
Optimisation can provide invaluable insights into physical systems, as well as providing
the best method to achieve our goal. To apply optimisation to a fast gate or steady-
state process, we must construct the processes from the trapped-ion dynamics and their
interactions.
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Chapter 3
Trapped ion dynamics
The dynamics of trapped ions are described by the qubit internal state and motional state
Hamiltonians, which are coupled through the atom-light interaction Hamiltonian. This
chapter provides an introduction to these dynamics; more comprehensive treatments can
be found in [19, 20, 95]. Atom-light interactions determine the control we have to con-
struct fast gate and steady-state schemes using the qubit and motional states. From these
controlled interactions, we present the conditions for performing fast gates following [23],
which considers two trapped ions. We extend the conditions to fast gates applied to two
ions in an arbitrary length ion crystal.
The ion dynamics are set in a Paul trap [69], which consists of four electrodes with static
and oscillating fields to provide three dimensional confinement of the ions. As explored
in [19], the confinement is effectively harmonic in both the axial and radial dimensions.
Unless otherwise noted, we assume a strong radial confinement such that axial motion
dominates the dynamics. Cooling and isolating the trap quantises the motional modes of
the ions.
3.1 Qubit ions
The Hamiltonian for the free evolution of L ions in our system is given by the atomic
and motional energy terms. To represent a qubit, we require an effective two-level atomic
system, which has internal energy that can be described by
Hinternal =
1
2
h¯ωatσz, (3.1)
where ωat is the frequency separation of the two levels and σz is the Pauli Z operator.
The qubit ion must have two levels with long coherence times. This ensures that informa-
tion encoded in these levels is robust and that, ideally, many operations can be performed
with the information states before decoherence introduces errors. Single-qubit operations
must also be possible, and this is achieved by transferring population between the two
levels through laser transitions. The frequency separation of the two levels needs to allow
for this laser transition, and a third fast decaying level is also useful for laser cooling and
final state read-out [20].
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Figure 3.1: The level scheme for a popular trapped ion candidate, 40Ca+, is shown, with
the Zeeman splitting of each level omitted. Solid arrows provide the transition frequencies,
while dashed arrows indicate the fast decay from P3/2 into the S1/2 (93%) and D5/2 (6%)
levels respectively [73].
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Figure 3.2: Optical and Raman qubit transitions between the computational states |g〉
and |e〉 of optical and radio-frequency qubits. The Raman transition uses a detuning δ
from an auxiliary level.
Optical qubits are represented by a ground state and a metastable excited state, such as
D5/2 and S1/2 for Ca
+, in Figure 3.1. These qubits have energy levels that correspond to
optical transitions, such that direct transitions between the qubit levels can be performed
as in Figure 3.2. Radio-frequency qubits have energy levels in the hyperfine structure of
the electronic ground state in atoms such as Yb+ or Be+ [20], and they require Raman
transitions between states, also illustrated in Figure 3.2. The D5/2 metastable level in
Figure 3.1 has a lifetime on the order of one second [20], while hyperfine Be+ levels have
been shown to have decoherence times on the order of ten minutes [72]. We will consider
Ca+ for specific applications of this thesis, however the techniques are more generally
applicable to other ions.
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3.2 Motional dynamics
Ions are coupled via their shared motional modes, thus finding the motional spectrum
is a significant step for involving two or more qubits in a process. We also require fast
gate operations to restore the ions’ motion at the end of the gate; we must understand the
motional dynamics to model their variation during a gate and ensure their final restoration.
The motion of L trapped ions is determined by the kinetic energy T , and the harmonic
trap potential together with the mutual Coulomb repulsion of the ions V :
T =
L∑
m=1
1
2
Mx˙2m, (3.2)
V =
L∑
m=1
1
2
Mν2x2m +
L∑
n,m=1
m 6=n
e2
8pi0
1
|xn − xm| , (3.3)
where xm is the position of the mth ion and is an implicit function of time, M and e are
the ion’s mass and charge respectively, ν is the trap frequency and 0 is the permittivity
of free space.
3.2.1 Equilibrium
We can now find the equilibrium positions x
(0)
m of the trapped ions. As in [95], we find the
potential minimum for ion m:
0 =
∂V
∂xm
∣∣∣∣
xm=x
(0)
m
(3.4)
= Mν2x(0)m +
e2
4pi0
 L∑
j<m
−1
(x
(0)
m − xj(t))2
+
L∑
j>m
1
(xj(t)− x(0)m )2
 . (3.5)
The solution is a function of the motion of all of the ions. We solve for the position of
each ion at equilibrium, using the dimensionless equilibrium position um defined by
um ≡ x
(0)
m
l
, (3.6)
l3 ≡ e
2
4pi0Mν2
, (3.7)
such that
0 = um +
 L∑
j<m
−1
(um − uj)2 +
L∑
j>m
1
(uj − um)2
 (3.8)
for each m. The solutions are shown in Figure 3.3. As more ions are added to the crystal,
the confinement becomes tighter, with the shortest inter-ion distance at the centre of the
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Figure 3.3: Equilibrium ion positions are shown in dimensionless units for different crystal
lengths. The dimensional scaling factor l is given in equation (3.7). For linear confinement
of L ions, the ratio between radial and axial COM frequencies ωr/ωz > 0.63L
0.865 [19,96],
and we plot the lower bound equality with the crystal length.
trap. The strong radial confinement required such that the ions do not buckle to a zig-zag
formation is also shown in the figure.
3.2.2 Motional modes
The motion of the ions about their equilibrium positions can be decomposed into energy
eigenstates, or motional modes.
In Appendix A, we derive the motional mode dynamics. The highest order potential term
is given by
1
2
qiqj∂xi∂xjV |0≡
1
2
qiqjVij |0= 1
2
qiqj
Mν
2 + e
2
4pi0
∑L
m=1
m 6=j
2
|xj,0−xm,0|3 if i = j
e2
4pi0
−2
|xj,0−xi,0|3 if i 6= j
, (3.9)
in terms of small excursions qi from equilibrium positions xi,0. The motional modes
are eigenstates of the matrix V, which is constructed with elements of dimensionless
Vij |0 defined in Appendix A. Each mode has a harmonic energy spectrum with frequency
spacings corresponding to its oscillation frequency; the square roots of eigenvalues of V.
Any ion’s axial motion is determined by the state of the L motional modes shared by the
L coupled ions in the chain.
Each motional mode corresponds to particular dynamics. For two ions, the centre of mass
mode describes a joint oscillation of the ions such that they share the same displacement
from equilibrium, and the breathing or relative motion mode describes ion displacements
of equal magnitude but opposite directions. These two modes have frequencies ν and
√
3ν
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respectively. More generally, we describe the frequency of mode p by νp, such that
Hmotional =
L∑
p=1
h¯νpa
†
pap, (3.10)
where ap is the annihilation operator for mode p. Annihilation and creation operators
ap and a
†
p act on number states |n〉p describing the number of excitations in mode p as
follows:
ap|n〉p =
√
n|n〉p, (3.11)
a†p|n〉p =
√
n+ 1|n〉p. (3.12)
We can plot the position of ions over time to determine the gate operation’s impact on
their motion. This will allow us to see the varying effect for different numbers of ions. An
ion’s motion is found by reversing the mode transformation of the specific ion positions.
The displacement of ion m from its equilibrium position is given by
qm(t) =
N∑
p=1
b(p)m Qp(t), (3.13)
where b
(p)
m are ion-mode coupling coefficients; each coefficient is an elementm of eigenvector
p of the potential matrix V. Qp(t) is the dimensional mode position operator given by
the mode annihilation and creation operators:
kQp(t) = ηp(ap + a
†
p). (3.14)
The Lamb-Dicke parameter ηp is given by
ηp = k
√
h¯
2Mνp
, (3.15)
where k is the laser wavenumber.
3.3 Atom-light interactions
To construct interactions between the two computational states of the atoms, we couple the
qubit states to the ion motion using classical light fields. The dipole moment of an atom
responds to a laser field of frequency ωL according to the interaction Hamiltonian [19]:
Hint = −µd.E(x, t) (3.16)
=
h¯Ω
2
(σ+ + σ−)(ei(kx−ωLt+φ) + e−i(kx−ωLt+φ)), (3.17)
where µ
d
is the electric dipole vector, E(x, t) is a uniform wave moving along the trap (x)
axis such that −µdEy/4 ≡ h¯Ω for a dipole aligned with the field polarised on the y axis.
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The laser frequency and phase are ωL and φ, respectively.
The dynamics are simplified in the interaction picture with respect to the atomic energy
Hamiltonian, which highlights internal state transitions driven by the laser. In this frame,
the interaction Hamiltonian becomes
H ′int = U
†
atHintUat (3.18)
= eitωatσz/2
h¯Ω
2
(σ+ + σ−)(ei(kx−ωLt+φ) + e−i(kx−ωLt+φ))e−itωatσz/2 (3.19)
=
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
iωatt + σ−e−iωatt)(ei(kx−ωLt+φ) + e−i(kx−ωLt+φ)) (3.20)
=
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
−i(kx−(ωL+ωat)t+φ) + σ+ei(kx−δt+φ) + σ−ei(kx−(ωL+ωat)t+φ) + σ−e−i(kx−δt+φ)),
(3.21)
where δ = (ωL − ωat). Typical atoms used in QIP have dipole transitions with frequency
ωat ∼ 1015 Hz, and laser detuning δ  ωat.
The unitary evolution operator determined by this Hamiltonian is a function of the time
integral of H ′int. The fast rotating terms with period 2pi/(ωL +ωat) only contribute to the
evolution for a short pulse duration τ relative to this rotation period, τ(2×1015) 6 1. We
apply here the usual rotating wave approximation (RWA) assuming at least picosecond
pulse lengths, and examine this approximation in detail in Chapter 4.
Typically, the RWA is valid and the atom-light interaction is governed by
H ′int =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
i(kx−δt+φ) + σ−e−i(kx−δt+φ)). (3.22)
For a single ion,
H ′int =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
i(η(a+a†)−δt+φ) + σ−e−i(η(a+a
†)−δt+φ)), (3.23)
replacing the x operator with its single mode expansion from equation (3.14). The Lamb-
Dicke approximation, that (η
√
〈(a+ a†)2〉  1) [20], permits the simplification
H ′int =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
i(−δt+φ) + σ−e−i(−δt+φ) + iη(a+ a†)(σ+ei(−δt+φ) − σ−e−i(−δt+φ))). (3.24)
The Lamb-Dicke approximation is commonly applicable for QIP applications with trapped
ions; we now demonstrate how it leads to a simple coupling between motional and internal
levels of the ions. This appears most clearly in the interaction picture with respect to the
motional energy Hamiltonian:
H ′′int =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
i(−δt+φ) + σ−e−i(−δt+φ) + iη(ae−iνt + a†eiνt)(σ+ei(−δt+φ) − σ−e−i(−δt+φ))).
(3.25)
Fixing the laser detuning δ to be an integer multiple of the mode frequency ν provides
very simple dynamics when we assume that the RWA can again be applied, where Ω ν,
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eliminating rotating terms [20].
For δ = 0, the carrier transition is performed:
Hcarrier =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
iφ + σ−e−iφ). (3.26)
For δ = −ν, we have the red, cooling, sideband:
Hred =
h¯Ω
2
iη(σ+ae
iφ − σ−a†e−iφ). (3.27)
Similarly, for δ = ν we have the blue, heating, sideband:
Hblue =
h¯Ω
2
iη(σ+a
†eiφ − σ−ae−iφ). (3.28)
In the Bloch sphere representation of a qubit, the carrier transition described in equa-
tion (3.26) rotates population between the ground (|0〉) and excited (|1〉) states as
θ =
∫ τ
0
Ω(t)
2
dt. (3.29)
A pi-pulse, where population is fully inverted between |0〉 and |1〉, is given by a θ = pi/2
rotation. For Ω constant in time,
Ω =
pi
τ
, (3.30)
and we can find the time to transfer population between states. For the carrier, red and
blue sidebands the Rabi frequency is given by Ω, Ωη
√
n and Ωη
√
n+ 1, respectively, as
outlined in the reviews [19,20].
In Figure 3.4, a single ion’s spin population is modeled according to equation (3.23) for
detuning δ = ν. Under the Lamb-Dicke and second RWA approximations, this corresponds
to a blue sideband transition, which can be seen in the figure for small η and Ω ν. As
Ω → ν, the transition becomes noisier until carrier oscillations dominate. Population
transfer between sidebands thus requires a weak coupling, Ω  ν, such that the RWA
holds. As η grows, the permissible size of Ω for clean sideband transitions also grows,
however for Ω ' ν the transition remains incoherent. The approximate population transfer
time for a blue sideband, from equation (3.30), proves accurate for the cases of clean
transitions in the figure.
The strong-coupling regime [97], where Ω  ν, does not permit the well-behaved transi-
tions described by equations (3.26,3.27,3.28). Instead, the population transfer can excite
many motional modes, as seen in Figure 3.4. While the weak-coupling regime restricts
gate timescales to much longer than the trap period ν, the strong-coupling regime of-
fers access to faster timescales. We will use the slower, coherent dynamics to construct
our steady-state scheme, however the fast gate entanglement mechanism uses the faster,
strong-coupling regime dynamics.
24 Trapped ion dynamics
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Figure 3.4: Populations of internal and motional states are modeled for a single atom
interacting with a laser detuned from the carrier frequency by δ = ν, according to equa-
tion (3.23). Internal states are marked g and e for ground and excited, and motional states
0, 1 and 2 distinguish the ground and first two excited levels. The effects of varying the
coupling strength Ω and the Lamb-Dicke parameter η are observed.
3.4 Fast gate evolution
Fast gate schemes proposed with laser pulses use pairs of counter-propagating pi-pulses
to give state-dependent momentum kicks to the ions, exciting various motional modes.
The corresponding state-dependent trajectories in phase space, shown in Section 4.1.1,
determine the acquired relative phase between states. When the relative phase is pi/4 and
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the motion is restored, we have performed the controlled phase gate operation according
to the ideal unitary:
UI = e
ipi
4
σznσ
z
mΠLp=1e
−iνpTGa†pap , (3.31)
where the gate is performed between ions n and m. Here σzk is the Pauli Z-operator on
the kth ion. The product of rotation operators corresponds to the free evolution of the
motional modes during the gate operation, over time TG. There are L modes corresponding
to the number of ions in the trap.
The ideal gate unitary acts on the computational basis states as shown in Section 2.2.1,
neglecting the global phase from the motion. At the end of the gate, the motional modes
are restored, meaning that they have been rotated by the free evolution that would have
occurred without a gate, and have not been excited in an effective heating process. This
means that the motional and internal states are decoupled at the end of the gate.
From a control framework, we require two conditions: the relative phase between the
target states should be pi/4, and the gate should be independent from the motional state
due to the final internal and motional decoupling, such that ground state cooling is not
required. Any viable discrete pulse scheme must satisfy these two conditions, which are
quantified for two trapped ions in [23]. We generalise these conditions for a two-qubit
gate in a long ion crystal, deriving the ideal unitary and providing gate conditions for an
arbitrary number of ions L in the same trap.
3.4.1 Motional and phase conditions
We construct fast gates from the ion dynamics and atom-light interactions. The interac-
tions are engineered in particular ways to provide the fast gate unitary, equation (3.31).
We derive the conditions for successful fast gate construction to understand the gate pro-
cess and analyse fast gate schemes in detail.
The gate evolution is composed of momentum kicks and the free evolution of the ion
motion. While detuned pulses can be used to drive phase-space trajectories using Stark
shifts as in [14], we focus on resonant transitions where δ = 0 for simplicity. We can
set φ = 0 in Equation (3.22) without loss of generality for counter-propagating pi-pulses,
giving the simplified strong-coupling regime Hamiltonian
H ′RWA =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
−ikx + σ−eikx). (3.32)
Momentum kicks are assumed to be fast relative to the ion motion, and evolve the state
according to
Ukick = e
−2izk(x1σz1+x2σz2) (3.33)
for a pair of resonant pi-pulses addressing ions 1 and 2 (or any arbitrary ion pair), where
Ω = pi/τ . Here z is the number of counter-propagating pi-pulse pairs comprising the
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momentum kick, the sign of z is the direction of the first pulse in each pair, and x1 and
x2 are the ion positions.
The momentum kick is composed of displacement operators for each motional mode p:
Ukick = e
−2izk(∑Lp=1 b(p)1 Qpσz1+b(p)2 Qpσz2) (3.34)
= ΠLp=1e
−2iz(b(p)1 σz1+b(p)2 σz2)ηp(ap+a†p) (3.35)
= ΠLp=1Dˆp(−2iz(b(p)1 σz1 + b(p)2 σz2)ηp). (3.36)
where there are L modes for L ions in the chain, and the displacement operator,
Dˆp(α) = exp[αa
†
p − α∗ap], (3.37)
commutes for each mode p.
The free motional ion evolution corresponds to a phase-space rotation for each mode:
Up,mot = e
−iνpδtka†pap (3.38)
where δtk is the time between the kth and (k + 1)th momentum kicks.
The total gate evolution is described by momentum kicks with direction zk interspersed
with free evolution until the next momentum kick:
Ugate = Π
N
k=1Π
L
p=1Dˆp(−icpk)e−iνpδtka
†
pap , (3.39)
cpk ≡ 2zk(b(p)1 σz1 + b(p)2 σz2)ηp, (3.40)
where N is the total number of pulse pairs.
A displacement product is given by
Dˆ(a)Dˆ(b) = e(ab
∗−a∗b)/2Dˆ(a+ b). (3.41)
For a given mode p, the products of displacements and rotations give a total unitary
Up|α〉 = eiξp |α˜〉, (3.42)
acting on an initial coherent state |α〉. Here
α˜ = αe−iνpTG − i
N∑
k=1
cpke
iνp(tk−TG), (3.43)
ξp =
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
[cpmcpk sin(νp(tm − tk))]− Re
[
α
N∑
k=1
cpke
−iνptk
]
. (3.44)
The internal state is left invariant. Coherent states are a convenient choice of basis as the
displacements and rotations preserve their size and shape. We apply a condition to restore
the initial coherent motional state, and the restoration also applies to arbitrary motional
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states that can be expressed in terms of the overcomplete coherent basis.
The state |α〉 has been displaced in motional phase space, and rotated according to equa-
tion (3.38). The ions’ excursions from equilibrium and the subsequent different potential
experienced give rise to phase evolution terms. These terms can be geometrically under-
stood as the area enclosed by phase-space trajectories for each mode, as outlined in [14].
The total displacement is by an internal state-dependent amount
Cp = −i
N∑
k=1
cpke
iνptk , (3.45)
which we desire to be zero for the ideal gate process. This displacement also provides the
unwanted phase term,
ξ′p = e
−iRe[α∑Nk=1 cpke−iνptk ], (3.46)
which does not provide relative phase conditional on the states of two ions, as in (3.31).
It is state dependent, and thus gives a relative phase term for each mode. When the
unwanted phase-space displacement is zero, this relative phase is also zero. For nonzero
displacements, the single-ion phase terms can be cancelled with single qubit rotations if
significant.
The condition for ideal motional evolution for each mode is thus
0 = Cp = −i
N∑
k=1
cpke
iνptk (3.47)
0 =
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk . (3.48)
We expand the remaining phase term for mode p. First note that
(b
(p)
1 σ
z
1 + b
(p)
2 σ
z
2)(b
(p)
1 σ
z
1 + b
(p)
2 σ
z
2) = (b
(p)
1 )
2 + (b
(p)
2 )
2 + 2σz1σ
z
2b
(p)
1 b
(p)
2 . (3.49)
Neglecting global phase terms without internal state dependence, the phase term is given
by:
ξp =
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
cpmcpk sin(νp(tm − tk)) (3.50)
= 8η2pσ
z
1σ
z
2b
(p)
1 b
(p)
2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)). (3.51)
The phase ψ for L ions is given by the product of the phase from each mode,
eiψ = ΠLp=1e
iξp , (3.52)
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thus to obtain the ideal unitary in equation (3.31), we need
pi
4
= 8
L∑
p=1
η2pb
(p)
1 b
(p)
2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)). (3.53)
Equations (3.48) and (3.53) provide L+ 1 conditions to perform a fast gate with L ions.
3.4.2 Two-qubit conditions
As presented in [23,51], the two-qubit (L = 2) condition equations for acquiring the desired
phase and restoring the motional conditions are given by
Cc =
N∑
k=1
zke
−iνtk = 0, (3.54)
Cr =
N∑
k=1
zke
−i√3νtk = 0, (3.55)
pi
4
= 4η2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk
(
sin(ν(tm − tk))− 1√
3
sin(
√
3ν(tm − tk))
)
, (3.56)
where we have taken the Hermitian conjugate of the motional equations derived above.
The number of pulse pairs zk and the pulse timings tk are free parameters in the condition
equations, up to experimental limits. We can now explore particular fast gate schemes,
which correspond to different sets of these parameters that solve the condition equations.
Chapter 4
Scaling fast gates
Work presented in this chapter has been submitted for publication:
[50]: C. D. B. Bentley, A. R. R. Carvalho, and J. J. Hope, “Trapped ion scaling with
pulsed fast gates,” arxiv preprint quant-ph/1507.02783, pp. 1-29, July 2015.
4.1 Introduction
Fast gates were proposed by Garc´ıa-Ripoll, Zoller and Cirac in 2003 [23] as a mechanical
rather than spectral method for entangling ions. Instead of resolving particular motional
sidebands, fast gates excite multiple motional sidebands in the strong coupling regime
where Ω  ν, offering gate times no longer limited by the trap frequency. The growing
complexity of the motional spectrum with the number of trapped ions is a scaling problem
for resolved-sideband gates. This problem does not restrict or slow the fast gate operation
due to its incoherent, control-based motional coupling. In this chapter we discuss the
changes in control conditions for the two-qubit gate to be performed in a long ion crystal,
related to the duration of the gate operation. The faster gate time opens new opportunities
for scaling the number of ions in a trap [22,25,29,51,98–100].
The application of fast gates to multiple ions in a single trap was first outlined by Duan [98].
Schemes faster than the local ion oscillation frequency are shown to entangle two ions, with
arbitrary fidelity through multiple ‘cycles’ of the fast gate scheme. A gate applied to two
neighbouring ions in a long ion crystal only excites local modes rather than collective modes
of the entire crystal [22], for gate times faster than the local ion oscillation period. Only
the ions targeted by the gate operation and their nearest neighbours have their motion
affected. This locality allows a small number of degrees of freedom to determine a high-
fidelity two-qubit gate scheme addressing two ions in an arbitrary length ion crystal. We
explore this principle using pulsed fast gates, and extend fast gates to non-neighbouring
ions.
In Section 4.1.1 we review pulsed gate scheme proposals, and present our own FRAG
scheme. Recent progress has been made towards fast gates using high repetition-rate
pulsed lasers [29, 51, 101–103], including implementation of the pulse pairs required for
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the gate [102,103] and an exploration of spin-motion entanglement in the strong coupling
regime [29]. This highlights the need for the optimisation of implementable pulsed fast
gate schemes, which we provide in Section 4.2. We compare the gate times and fidelities
of the schemes given particular repetition rates, and provide the optimal regimes for each
method. Applying this knowledge of fast gates to ion crystals is the main thrust of this
chapter; in Section 4.3 we explore gate fidelities and laser requirements for entangling
neighbouring ions in a long ion crystal. We also present our results that a distant, non-
neighbouring ion pair can be coupled in the fast regime using large momentum transfers,
with motional restoration from simple symmetries in the pulse scheme.
4.1.1 Gate schemes
Given the condition equations (3.48) and (3.53) for an ideal fast gate operation, we review
proposed pulse schemes for applying the gate to a pair of ions. A general search for the
optimal pulse scheme given complete pulse timing and direction freedoms is a prohibitively
difficult problem. Any restriction on the degrees of freedom for a more tractable search
should ideally provide gate schemes with both an effective scaling of gate time with applied
momentum, and a robust solution even for large numbers of ions. The following schemes
use motional symmetries discussed in Appendix B for motional stability and a tractable
search space. We will show that each scheme has the optimal scaling of gate time with
the momentum applied to the ions.
GZC scheme
The scheme proposed by Garc´ıa-Ripoll, Zoller and Cirac (GZC scheme) [23, 25] is char-
acterised by instantaneous groups of pulse pairs z sent at times t, interspersed with free
evolution:
z = (−2n, 3n, −2n, 2n, −3n, 2n)
t = (−τ1, −τ2, −τ3, τ3, τ2, τ1).
At time −τ1, 2n counter-propagating pulse pairs are applied along the trap axis (aligned
with the z axis) to provide a 4nh¯k momentum kick in the −z direction. The integer n
determines the gate time TG, which scales with the total number of pulses in the scheme
Np as TG ∝ N−2/3p . For two trapped ions this scheme exactly solves the condition equa-
tions (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56).
The unitary kick at a given time can be written as the product of unitary kicks on each
of the modes. In Figure 4.1 we show the scheme applied to two ions with n = 10 and a
total gate time of 222 ns, in rotating and non-rotating frames for both motional modes. In
rotating phase space, the initial motional state is stationary under no external evolution
and the kick direction ie−i2piνptk rotates depending on the time tk of the kick and the
mode frequency. Each mode-specific unitary has a kick strength that depends on the mode
and the initial internal state of the ions. The internal states determine the phase-space
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trajectories: two ions sharing the same state are displaced in the centre of mass frame and
invariant in the stretch mode, while the reverse is true for two ions with different internal
states.
Figure 4.1 also shows the effect of laser limitations, where instead of instantaneous pulses,
each pulse pair is separated by the laser repetition period. The necessity of including
the trap evolution between pulse pairs is explored in Chapter 5, and affects each pulsed
scheme. Instantaneous pulses at time τ1, for instance, become a group of 2n individual
pulse pairs separated by the repetition period τr and centred in time at τ1. For large
numbers of pulses, or very short gate times, a limiting factor for the gate is avoiding
temporal overlap for the different groups of pulse pairs separated by the finite repetition
period. As the laser repetition rate slows, the approximation to the instantaneous ideal
pulses fails and the gate fidelity can drop significantly. In this chapter we focus on high
repetition rates upwards of 300 MHz [101], which we will show still provide remarkably
high fidelities.
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Figure 4.1: GZC scheme in non-rotating (a,b) and rotating (c,d) phase space with n = 10,
for the centre of mass (a,c) and stretch (b,d) modes, marked COM and SM respectively.
Trajectories for the centre of a coherent state are plotted using dimensionless position
and momentum. We show the performance of the ideal scheme, with an implied infinite
repetition rate, and the performance of the scheme with a laser repetition rate fr = 5 GHz.
For the centre of mass plots, both ions are in the excited internal state. For the stretch
mode plots, one ion is excited and the other is in the ground state.
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Duan scheme
The Duan scheme [98] considered fast two-qubit gates in a larger ion array. A simplified
version of the scheme presented in [98] is described by
z = (n, -2n, n)
t = (0, τ1, 2τ1),
where we have assimilated pulses with the same direction into instantaneous kicks to match
the form of the GZC scheme. As presented in [98], the scheme was designed for pulsed
lasers with finite repetition period τr such that each pulse pair is separated by this period:
z = (1, 1, 1, ..., 1, -1, ..., -1, 1, ..., 1)
t = (0, τr, 2τr, ..., τ1 − τr, τ1, ..., 3τ1 − τr, 3τ1, ..., 4τ1).
The scheme was designed for minimal gate time, such that the repetition period between
pulses is the only free evolution, and the scheme forms a triangle-like shape in rotating
phase-space, as shown in Figure 4.2.
This scheme takes the simplest form of the reflected symmetry in Appendix B to complete
the triangular loop, using a single phase-space loop for maximal area rather than multiple
triangular shapes as in the star-shaped schemes we have seen. The single phase-space loop
is optimal for short gate duration due to the efficient closure of large-area trajectories in
phase-space, corresponding to fast phase acquisition for each mode. Doubling the scheme,
so that there are two phase-space cycles, cancels the first order of motional error. Here
the scheme is simply repeated such that every pulse pair gives the opposite direction
momentum kick to those in the first cycle. Figure 4.2 shows the doubled scheme, which
takes almost twice as long as the single cycle for the 5 GHz repetition rate.
Even with multiple cycles, the Duan scheme involves only one free variable in time, which
is chosen such that the phase equation is satisfied. The scheme is thus not an exact
solution to the condition equations. Accordingly, the symmetries employed provide gate
speed requirements such that the error terms are suitably small for motional stability.
Multiple loops or cycles, appropriately designed, increase the motional stability as found
in Appendix B. We will construct the scheme with different numbers of cycles to enclose
the approximate desired phase, then explore the tradeoff between fast phase acquisition
and fidelity.
Fast Robust Antisymmetric Gate (FRAG) scheme
Our scheme, the Fast Robust Antisymmetric Gate (FRAG), uses the antisymmetric form
of the GZC gate scheme:
z = (−n, 2n, −2n, 2n, −2n, n)
t = (−τ1, −τ2, −τ3, τ3, τ2, τ1).
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Figure 4.2: Duan scheme in non-rotating (a,c) and rotating (b,d) phase space with n = 10,
for a single-cycle (a,b) and double-cycle (c,d) scheme. The centre of mass (COM) and
stretch mode (SM) trajectories are shown. For the COM plots, the ions are in their
excited states, while for the SM plots one ion is excited and one is in the ground state.
The laser repetition rate is fr = 5 GHz, which provides the phase space curvature of
the scheme. For the single-cycle scheme, τ1 = 60τr, while for the double-cycle scheme
τ1 = 51τr such that the phase gate is performed. Both schemes are not quite restored
to their initial motional state, most clearly seen in (b) and (d), however the double-cycle
scheme in (d) is more robust.
We provide the implementation-based justification for this scheme in Chapter 5. Like the
GZC scheme, it is an exact solution to the condition equations (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56)
for two trapped ions, using the timing freedoms for motional stability. Figure 4.3 shows
that the phase-space trajectories closely resemble those of the GZC scheme, and again the
effect of a 5 GHz laser repetition rate is shown. We compare our FRAG scheme with the
GZC and Duan schemes, and explore its advantages in the following section.
4.2 Two trapped ions: gate optimisation and application
The three presented schemes provide solutions to the fast gate condition equations (3.54),
(3.55), and (3.56) for two ions in a trap. We use simulated annealing to optimise the pulse
timings and the number of pulses n to maximise the gate fidelity and minimise the gate
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Figure 4.3: FRAG scheme in non-rotating (a) and rotating (b) phase space with n = 10,
for the centre of mass mode with dimensionless position and momentum. The ideal scheme
and the scheme with a finite laser repetition rate of fr = 5 GHz are compared. Both ions
are in the excited state.
duration for a given repetition rate. We compare the resulting gate times and fidelities
for each scheme.
4.2.1 Fidelity measure
Our performance measure is the state-averaged fidelity, derived in Appendix C, which
depends on the number of ions. For two ions,
F2ave =
1
12
(
6 + e−4m|x|
2
+ e−4m|y|
2
+ 4e−m(|x|
2+|y|2) cos(φ′)
)
, (4.1)
where x and y are the displacements in phase space for each mode, φ′ is the actual relative
phase difference minus the target relative phase of pi/2 for different initial states. There
is also dependence on the initial motional state, since
m ≡ (1
2
+ n¯), (4.2)
for the mean mode occupation n¯, which is set to be equal for each mode. We will vary
the initial mode occupation n¯, and explore the effect of trap temperature on fidelity, in
Section 4.2.2.
The fidelity measure takes values between 0.5 and 1 due to the state-averaging effect,
for relative phase between 0 and pi. For different numbers of ions, the fidelity function
becomes more complex. However, it has the same exponential dependence on the initial
motional state and the final phase-space trajectory displacement from the ideal, as well
as the sinusoidal phase dependence.
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4.2.2 Scheme performance for 40Ca+
We compare the gate schemes, using 40Ca+ as a typical ion candidate. Our parameters
are
ν = 2pi × 1.2 MHz (4.3)
λ = 393 nm (4.4)
η = 0.16 (4.5)
n¯1 = n¯2 = 0.1 phonons, (4.6)
where we use the S1/2 to P3/2 transition to give the ions momentum kicks. The computa-
tional excited state, the metastable D5/2 state, is untouched by the resulting momentum
kicks. Since the forces are only applied to the computational ground S1/2 state, this differs
from the derivation in Chapter 3 where equal and opposite kicks are assumed for the two
states. The adjustment results in an effective halving of the momentum kick size in the
condition equations derived, as shown in Appendix D.
For the given ion parameters, Figure 4.4 shows the gate time as a function of laser repe-
tition rate, defined here as the rate at which a pair of counter-propagating pi-pulses can
be applied to the ions. Higher repetition rates correspond to stronger forces displacing
the ions from their equilibrium positions, and the gate is performed more quickly. Each
scheme in the figure has the optimal scaling of the gate time with the repetition rate fr,
TG ∝ f−2/5r . This scaling is derived from the optimal gate time dependence on the total
pulse number Np [25]
TG ∝ N−2/3p , (4.7)
with the approximation that Np = TGfr.
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Figure 4.4: Gate time as a function of repetition rate for the presented schemes. The
fits show the optimal scaling of gate time with repetition rate. Solid lines are fit to the
high-fidelity FRAG and GZC gates with error (1−Fidelity) below 10−8. Dashed lines are
fit to the Duan schemes, which have much lower fidelity. The Roman numerals enumerate
the number of cycles, or triangles, in the Duan scheme.
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Figure 4.5: Gate error (1-Fidelity) as a function of repetition rate for the Duan cycle
schemes. The Roman numerals mark the number of cycles (triangles) in the plotted
scheme. More cycles reduce the error for a given repetition rate, and increasing the
repetition rate increases the motional robustness of the scheme. The solid line is for
mean initial motional mode occupation n¯1 = n¯2 = 0.1, while the dashed and dotted lines
represent mode occupations of 1 and 10 respectively.
The high-fidelity schemes (FRAG and GZC) and the Duan schemes are marked by solid
lines and dashed lines respectively in Figure 4.4. The high-fidelity schemes have error
(1−Fidelity), or infidelity, below 10−8, while the Duan schemes have much lower fidelity
as shown in Figure 4.5. The number of cycles of the Duan scheme is marked by Roman
numerals in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Faster repetition rates lead to higher gate fidelities, as shown in Figure 4.5. The faster gate
times simplify the motional conditions, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. More Duan cycles
also increase the robustness of the scheme to motional error. However, the gate time for
four or more cycles of the Duan scheme was shown to be longer than the high-fidelity
FRAG scheme.
High motional occupation enhances the error according to the exponential terms in the
fidelity function, up to the maximal error asymptote at 0.5 in Figure 4.5. For very high
fidelity gates, such as the two-ion GZC scheme with finite repetition rates, the infidelities
for mode occupations of 1 and 10 were found to remain on the order of 10−8.
We will focus on the GZC and FRAG gates, with very high fidelities, as we extend the
fast gate schemes to target two ions in ion crystals of varying length. The Duan schemes
with four or less cycles may be faster, but have low fidelity with forseeable laser repetition
rates.
4.3 Scaling ion number: gate optimisation and application
Here we consider longer ion crystals, L > 2, and the efficacy of applying entangling gates
to both a neighbouring and distant ion pair. We thus explore the impact of fast gates on
the scaling problem for trapped ions.
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4.3.1 Gate scaling
Entangling gates that require resolution of particular motional sidebands become increas-
ingly challenging as the mode density increases, which occurs as the number of ions in the
trap goes up. Since the gate time must be much longer than the frequency splitting [104],
this causes these gates to slow dramatically. In contrast, fast gates do not couple to partic-
ular sidebands. However, the number of motional conditions for the gate are proportional
to the number of modes, or ions, in the trap. Solving these equations independently be-
comes prohibitively complicated for a practical gate, which would ideally be independent
of the number of ions.
The fast gate timescale provides a solution to this problem. A gate for two neighbouring
ions that is much faster than the local oscillation frequency of other ions in the crystal only
needs to satisfy the condition equations for local ions. This idea is applied in [22], using
amplitude-controlled segments from a continuous-wave laser to demonstrate the reduction
in degrees of freedom required for sufficiently fast gates on neighbouring ions. In fact, as
we demonstrate in Appendix B, only two equations are required for suitably stable and fast
pulse schemes, and motional symmetries of different forms protect against different orders
of the motional error. A given gate scheme is motionally stable below a gate time that
depends on the degrees of freedom and symmetries of the scheme. This scheme-dependent
stability is evident for two trapped ions in Section 4.2. Faster gate times push each scheme
towards motional stability. Faster gates also accommodate more ions in the crystal, with
higher local oscillation frequencies of the ions.
Performing gates on non-neighbouring ions, in contrast to the locality exploited above,
will necessarily involve the motion of the intermediary ions. However, the same reduced
motional conditions of Appendix B restore the motion of each ion for sufficiently fast
gates, and thus there is a regime where the gate can be performed robustly. In deriving
the local oscillation frequency, each ion is assumed to be at equilibrium, and here we
require momentum kicks sufficiently large to break this assumption and couple ions within
a timescale shorter than the oscillation frequency.
Gates coupling non-neighbouring or distant ions in a chain via optimal control of laser
parameters have been proposed, following the fast gate formalism. In [26, 99], the ion
coupling is mediated by transverse phonon modes using small numbers of continuous
pulse segments, resulting in gates much longer than the trap period. We explore the
pulsed laser requirements to perform gates between non-neighbouring ions faster than the
trap period and with high fidelity. It is straightforward to adapt our formalism to couple
the ions through transverse modes for easier ion addressing in long crystals, or the ions
not targeted by the gate can have the addressed internal states shelved in non-interacting
states to allow the lasers to shine on or close to the crystal axis.
Within a single trap, different pulse numbers and timings are required depending on the
chosen ion pair. Coulomb repulsion leads to tighter grouping of the ions in the centre of
the trap, shown in Figure 3.3, which leads to varying inter-ion coupling strengths between
neighbouring ion pairs. Alternatively, an anharmonic trap such as in [26] has constant
inter-ion distances, which would prove useful for coupling different ions with the same gate
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scheme instead of adapting for varying distance.
It is important to note that even with perfectly scalable entangling gates, a single trap
cannot be scaled to include an arbitrary number of ions. A strong radial frequency confine-
ment is required relative to the axial frequency confinement so that the ions are prevented
from buckling to a zig-zag formation, as shown in Figure 3.3. Lowering the axial frequency
and addressing the radial modes has been used to manipulate large numbers of ions in a
single trap [105]. The anharmonic trap in [26] provides stable confinement for many ions,
and fast gates have also been proposed for a 2D architecture using controllable contin-
uous pulse segments [27]. Although our pulsed gate analysis could be extended to this
architecture, we focus here on standard linear traps.
4.3.2 Coupling neighbouring ions
We are interested in the scaling performance of pulsed gate schemes, as well as the laser
requirements for particular benchmarks. We explore the performance of fast gates applied
to the first two ions of a chain, as well as the effect of performing the gates on the central
ion pair. Unless noted otherwise, we use the FRAG scheme due to its optimal performance
with two ions.
When ions are added to a trap with frequency ν, with the frequency fixed and independent
of the number of ions, the inter-ion spacing decreases. Increasing the number of ions in
a trap thus increases the coupling strength of the target ions, and the gate is performed
faster as shown in Figure 4.6(a).
The infidelity grows with the number of ions in a trap with fixed frequency, as seen in
Figure 4.6(c). Although added ions reduce the gate time, the motional requirements on
the gate time for high fidelity also become more stringent. Here the number of pulses in
the applied gate is chosen to provide the maximal fidelity, given the repetition rate and
number of ions. Faster repetition rates give faster gates with higher fidelity, using more
pulses.
Varying the trap frequency changes the separation of ions in a trap. In Figure 4.6(b), we
show the gate time in terms of the separation distance of two ions. Here we have a fixed
number of pulses N , and to reach the necessary relative phase, the phase equation (3.53)
determines that the inverse cubic dependence of the acquired phase on the ion separation
is counteracted by a linear increase in pulse timings. The gate time thus scales linearly
with the inter-ion distance, as shown in the figure.
In contrast to the robust GZC and FRAG schemes, Figure 4.7 shows the scaling of fidelity
and gate time with repetition rate for the Duan II scheme. Again with fixed trap frequency,
the addition of ions reduces the gate time. Although the times are improved over the
robust schemes, the fidelity is significantly worse and the scaling with ions is also severe.
The noise in fidelity at a 300 MHz repetition rate is due to the negligibly satisfied gate
conditions; insufficient relative phase as well as varying motional restoration cause the
fluctuations.
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Figure 4.6: Inter-ion distance has a strong
effect on gate time and fidelity. (a) Gate
time for fixed trap frequency ν = 1.2 ×
2pi MHz as a function of ion number in
the trap. The gate is performed between
the first two ions in the crystal, with a
5 GHz repetition rate. The fidelity is
above 0.99 for all save the 10 and 20 ion
GZC data points, with fidelity 0.98 and
0.96 respectively. (b) Gate time for FRAG
scheme as a function of the distance be-
tween two trapped ions. The same number
of pulses is used for each gate. The gate
time depends linearly on ion separation.
(c) FRAG scheme error as a function of
ion number, for ions added to a trap with
fixed axial confinement ν. The scheme is
applied with an optimised number of pulses
for each repetition rate and ion number.
The distance scaling obscures the effect of adding ions to the crystal. As ions are added,
we can relax the trap frequency to maintain a constant distance, and coupling strength,
between two ions. An optimal fast gate applied to these two ions has pulse timings that
vary minimally with the number of ions in the crystal; the gate is ion-number independent.
In Figure 4.8, we use this method to apply an optimal fast gate to the first two ions in the
crystal, with different numbers of total ions. Fidelity decreases with the crystal length as
the motion of each ion is not completely restored. While the distance between ions one
and two is fixed, the distance between ions two and three decreases as more ions are added
to the crystal, as can be observed from the ion crystal equilibrium positions in Figure 3.3.
The ions neighbouring the two target ions thus become increasingly coupled to the motion
of the target ions as the crystal grows in length.
We similarly fix the distance of the middle two ions in the crystal and apply the fast gate
to these two ions, also shown in Figure 4.8(a). Here the fixed distance between the middle,
target, ions is smaller than the distance from a middle ion to its outer neighbour. The
fidelity increase in the figure is caused by this decrease in motional coupling to neighbour-
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Figure 4.7: For ν = 1.2×2pi MHz, the Duan II scheme is performed on the first two ions in
the trap, with different total numbers of ions in the crystal. (a) Infidelity with repetition
rate for different numbers of trapped ions. (b) Gate time with repetition rate as it scales
with ion number.
ing ions. This difference is more pronounced for even numbers of ions, such that there
truly are two middle ions in the crystal. As the number of ions increases, the middle ions
and their neighbours in the crystal become approximately equidistant, and the motional
fidelity reaches an asymptote. For gates between middle or end ions in the crystal, the
repetition rate dependence is clear; higher fidelities correspond to faster gate times.
The effect of gate speed on motional stability is clearly seen in Figure 4.8(b). The driven
displacement of the local ions is restored effectively at the end of the faster gates, as the
motional restoration equations reach their stable regime. This same behaviour is seen
when the gate is performed on the middle ions of the crystal rather than the first two ions.
As shown in [22], for gate times faster than the ion recoil frequency, only local phonon
modes are excited and only neighbouring ions affect the gate operation. In Figure 4.8(b),
there are five ions in the crystal and the local oscillation timescale of the third ion is 280ns.
The gate times for the system, corresponding to different repetition rates, pass below this
timescale and show correspondingly stable results in (a) and (b) of the figure. We will
consider the displacement amplitude and the harmonic approximation in Section 4.4.
4.3.3 Arbitrary couplings
Now that we have explored the laser regimes for high-fidelity, fast gates between neigh-
bouring ions in a chain, we consider non-neighbouring ions. It is possible to perform
scalable operations using only neighbouring-ion operations and SWAP gates to couple
distant ions. However, it would certainly be simpler if a direct entanglement operation
between distant ions were achievable. We consider the laser requirements of pulsed fast
gates between distant ions.
First, consider the mechanism for coupling neighbouring ions in a large crystal. High-
fidelity gates involve fast gate times such that only local modes are involved in the gate
operation. In this regime, there can be no communication between distant ions via shared
modes.
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Figure 4.8: The distance between neighbouring addressed ions is fixed, to clarify the ion
scaling behaviour. (a) Motional infidelity as a function of ion number given a repetition
rate. The gate takes 293 ns, 154 ns, and 89 ns for repetition rates of 1 GHz, 5 GHz
and 20 GHz respectively. Solid lines are for the gate performance on the first two ions in
the crystal, dashed lines represent the gate performance on the middle ions. (b) Driven
displacement from free evolution of ions three (solid) and four (dashed) over the gate
operation with different repetition rates, for 5 ions in the crystal. Increasing the repetition
rate reduces the displacement of neighbouring ions during and after the operation. The
local oscillation period of the third ion in the crystal T3, neighbouring the target ions, is
around 280ns. For repetition rates of 1, 5 and 20 GHz respectively, the gate times are
1.05T3, 0.55T3 and 0.32T3, reflecting the stability gained by operating faster than this
timescale. Both addressed ions are in the excited state.
The phase equation (3.53) quantifies the interaction strength and the gate time required
for the requisite relative phase. For distant ions, the coupling coefficients decay with
the cube of the separation. Either a longer entanglement timescale or larger momentum
transfers are required to excite non-local modes. The motional condition equations (3.48)
do not change depending on the ions addressed, meaning that sufficiently fast gates will
restore every mode, where the required timescale depends on the scheme stability.
We approach the problem by first finding the optimal solutions to the instantaneous mo-
mentum kick case, with an infinite laser repetition rate. The effect of a non-local gate on
the ion crystal can be seen in Figure 4.9, where a FRAG gate entangles ions one and five
in a five-ion crystal. Intermediate ions are key to the coupling of the distant ions, and
accordingly have state-dependent motion. The driven motion of ions one and five is much
greater than the driven displacement of the intermediary ions. To couple the ions with
fidelity ≥ 0.99, very large instantaneous momentum kicks are applied; n = 400, thus the
largest kick uses 800 pi-pulse pairs. In Figure 4.9(c), the effective restoration of each ion’s
motion is shown.
Our analysis of the GZC and FRAG solutions in the two-ion and neighbouring-ion cases,
which used finite laser repetition rates, revealed that the fidelity was preserved remarkably
well with fast repetition rates, at quantum computing threshold levels. We now apply finite
repetition rates for our distant-ion gates.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Driven displacement from
free evolution of the five ions in the trap
during the controlled phase gate opera-
tion. Ions one and five are entangled by
the operation, with fidelity of 0.99 using
large instantaneous momentum transfers
with n = 400. Here ions one and five are in
the same internal state (both ground or ex-
cited), and we consider equal and opposite
momentum kicks for each state for clarity
in this displacement figure. (b) Ions one
and five have different internal states for
these dynamics, |eg〉 or |ge〉. (c) Ions one
and five have the same internal states for
these dynamics. The final displacement of
the ions from their initial positions is much
less than 1 nm.
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Schemes with finite repetition rates have a maximum momentum transfer in time, un-
like the instantaneous pulse scheme of Figure 4.9. This can be seen, in the form of a
maximum curvature, for the driven displacement of the ions. Figure 4.10(b) shows this
effect in a displacement plot of three ions, where ions one and three are coupled, for
three different repetition rates. The schemes are optimal given the repetition rates and a
gate time ∼ 140 ns, and have comparable fidelities close to 0.98. The slowest repetition
rate, 5 GHz, requires the largest momentum transfer to reach the necessary phase-space
area corresponding to the target relative phase, given its lower curvature limited by pulse
separation time.
Figure 4.10(a) shows the fast gate fidelity as a function of gate time, coupling ions one and
three in a three-ion crystal. The infinite repetition rate corresponding to instantaneous
large momentum kicks gives fidelity arbitrarily close to 1 as the gate time decreases and
the motional fidelity of the scheme improves. As the gate time increases, the motional
instability grows and the fidelity drops away. Finite repetition rates have poor performance
when the gate is not long enough to acquire the target relative phase, as the repetition
rate limits the total number of pulses in a given gate time. The optimal gate performance
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Figure 4.10: (a) Optimal fidelity
for a given gate time and repeti-
tion rate using the FRAG scheme
to couple ions one and three in
a three ion crystal. The three
comparable data points marked
by a rectangle are explored in (b).
(b) Driven displacement from free
evolution of the three ions in the
trap during the controlled phase
gate operation. The different lines
correspond to the different repeti-
tion rates of (a), for the marked
optimal schemes with gate time
close to 240ns, and fidelity close
to 0.98. Ions one and three are in
the excited and ground states re-
spectively, with equal and oppo-
site momentum kicks applied to
the states for clarity of displace-
ments. (c) Optimal fidelities for
entangling ions one and five of a
five ion crystal.
with a finite repetition rate occurs where the gate is long enough to entangle the distant
ions with the desired phase, and short enough that the gate is motionally stable. Higher
repetition rates reach a higher optimal fidelity with faster gate times. Lower repetition
rates spread the applied force over longer time. This causes the motional stability to
improve with increasing gate time, and be lower overall.
Figure 4.10(c) shows the gate fidelity for coupling ions one and five in a five-ion crystal.
The effect of repetition rate is stronger for more ions; a repetition rate of 10 GHz is not
sufficient for high fidelities. Even with an infinite repetition rate, achieving high fidelity
requires much faster gate times than for gates coupling ions one and two or one and three.
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4.4 Limitations
The fast timescales of the entangling gates we have explored are achieved by careful con-
trol of momentum transfers. General characterisation of control errors is challenging, as
shown in Chapter 6 for two qubits, as they depend on the scheme applied and the number
of pulses. Imperfect pi-pulses, explored in Chapter 6, give incomplete population trans-
fer leading to unwanted state changes, incomplete phase-space trajectories and motional
heating. The timing of the pulses is also important, and timing errors also affect the
final motional state and phase acquisition. As explored in Chapter 5, the pulse timing is
remarkably stable up to systematic shifts of beyond 10ps, and this stability is reflected in
the robust nature of the GZC and FRAG schemes with finite repetition rates. In contrast,
the pulse area can have a dramatic effect; we show in Chapter 5 that a 1% systematic
pulse energy error leads to a worst case infidelity estimate of almost 1% for just a four
pulse pair scheme, and Chapter 6 shows that the pulse area must be within 0.2% of pi for
fidelity above 0.98 with more than 100 pulse pairs.
Initial motional states have no effect on perfect two-qubit gates, however imperfections
or more qubits in the crystal introduce initial state dependence. The fidelity measure,
equation (4.1), decays exponentially as the product of the mean vibration mode occupation
and the final vibrational displacement error. This effect is quantified in Figure 4.5, where
the impact of mean motional occupation is shown for imperfect two-qubit gates. Note
also that error in the gate operation is amplified by multiple gates performed in sequence,
as the small heating from the first gate contributes to further heating in the second gate,
and so on.
The driven motion of the addressed ions increases for faster gates or more distant ions.
The lengthscale of this motion is still much smaller than the laser wavelength for the data
we have explored, meaning that addressability is no issue. However, the harmonic approx-
imation made for the motional modes breaks as the ion displacement becomes significant
relative to the ion separation. A driven displacement of 100 nm is still much smaller than
the ∼ 5 µm ion separation, and indeed oscillation amplitudes on this scale only change
the harmonic spacing of the relative motion frequency by 0.2% [19]. Entangling distant
ions requires increasing maximal displacements as more intermediary ions are added, and
the inter-ion separation also decreases. As the current limits on laser repetition rates
are overcome, increasing the possible momentum transfers, anharmonicities will become a
limiting factor.
4.5 Conclusions
We have considered a general formalism for scalable fast gates using pairs of pi-pulses.
Proposed pulsed gate schemes were analysed for different laser repetition rates, and the
FRAG scheme was found to provide optimal gate times and fidelities. The relationship
between repetition rate, gate time and fidelity was extended to neighbouring and non-
neighbouring ions in long crystals. Increasingly large momentum transfers, corresponding
to fast repetition rates, are required as ions are further separated in the crystal both
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to preserve motional robustness and to provide coupling faster than the local oscillation
frequencies of the ions. We present the repetition rates required to achieve QIP benchmark
fidelities for two-qubit gates in arbitrary-length ion crystals.
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Chapter 5
Fast gate implementation: pulse
splitting schemes
Work presented in this chapter has been published in:
[51]: C. D. B. Bentley, A. R. R. Carvalho, D. Kielpinski, and J. J. Hope, “Fast gates for
ion traps by splitting laser pulses,” New Journal of Physics, vol. 15, p. 043006, April 2013.
In the previous chapter we saw that fast gates are an effective entangling operation for
long ion crystals, improving the entangling gate to decoherence time ratio. However,
implementation of fast gates is nontrivial; progress is currently underway in several labs
to perform the first fast gate. Precise control is required to perform pulses with the desired
area and timings. Significant factors that we explore here are the experimental limitations
on the repetition rates and timings of ultra-fast laser pulses. The laser emits pulses at
regular time intervals, while the GZC and FRAG schemes require degrees of freedom in
the pulse times. In this chapter we present a pulse splitting technique to resolve the timing
and repetition rate restrictions.
5.1 Scheme infidelity
We analyse the effect of a nonzero repetition period between pulse pairs using motional
fidelity conditions derived in [23]:
C1 ' exp
[
−1
2
∣∣∣∣2ηCc√2
∣∣∣∣2
]
(5.1)
C2 ' exp
−1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
(
4
3
)1/4
ηCr
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (5.2)
Em =
1
8
(
6− C41 − C42 − 4C1C2
)
. (5.3)
Here we have assumed a pure initial internal state, separable from an initial low energy
thermal motional state. The motional displacements Cc and Cr are from the motional
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condition equations (3.54) and (3.55). Ideally, the internal and motional states become
entangled during the gate, before again becoming separable upon the gate’s completion.
The infidelity Em is found using the evolution of the internal state density matrix coeffi-
cients, detailed in [25].
The upper bound phase error can be found using the worst case process fidelity [92]:
FW = min
ψ
(|〈ψ|U †IU |ψ〉 |2), (5.4)
where ψ is the quantum state of the ions. Thus the full minimisation is over motional and
internal states, although here we treat the phase independently. U is the realised unitary
operator for the process with errors, and UI is the ideal gate scheme unitary operator,
UI = e
ipi
4
σz1σ
z
2 . (5.5)
When the acquired phase Θ = pi/4− x, for some error |x|< pi/4, our phase error bound is
given by
Ep ≤ 3
4
− 3
4
cos(2x). (5.6)
The error E = Em + Ep given here is defined as 1− FP , where FP is the process fidelity.
The total error for failing to satisfy the conditions in equations (3.48,3.53) is thus given
by
E ≤
(
3
4
− 3
4
cos(2x)
)
+
1
8
(
6− C41 − C42 − 4C1C2
)
. (5.7)
This error bound treats the phase and the motion separately as opposed to the state-
averaged fidelity in the previous chapter.
To achieve arbitrarily fast gate times, the number of pulses incident on the ions is scaled
towards infinity in a timescale much smaller than the trap period. A typical maximum
repetition rate for lasers useful for QIP is 300 MHz [28]. This restricts the number of
pulses that can be applied within the fast gate timescale such that the scheme infidelity is
less than 10−4, a significant threshold for error correction [3, 12]. At this repetition rate,
even with the scaling factor for the number of pulses n = 1, neither the GZC scheme [23]
nor the Duan scheme [24] presented in the previous chapter achieve the requisite fidelity.
5.2 Splitting pulses
Mizrahi et al. [102] used pulse trains, where large pulses are split into smaller components,
to apply a fast spin-dependent momentum transfer to an atom. This motional control is
performed in the strong excitation regime, where the Rabi frequency Ω is greater than
the trap frequency ν. The pulse splitting turns each laser-emitted pulse into multiple
ion-incident pulses using beam-splitters, overcoming the repetition rate restriction. The
technique also gives some pulse timing freedoms; the path lengths for the different pulse
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components after splitting can be varied. This technique can be used for significant gains
in implementable gate times.
There is an immediate limit on the pulse splitting technique: we are restricted by the
maximum pulse area (largest Bloch sphere rotation) that we can generate with our laser.
However, splitting a large pulse with beam-splitters equally divides the initial pulse energy
so that the reflected and transmitted pulses have a 1√
2
decrease in electric field amplitude,
and subsequent pulse area. Thus if we can generate a pulse with an area of 32pi, this
splitting technique outputs up to 1024 pi-pulses, or 512 pairs of pi-pulses. This is still a
significant advantage: the effective repetition rate (incident on the ions) is 512 times the
repetition rate of two counter-propagating lasers without pulse splitting.
5.2.1 Application to the GZC scheme
The GZC gates become experimentally viable, although complex, using the pulse splitting
technique, since both the repetition rate and timing restrictions are relaxed. We present
a possible optical setup for the GZC scheme in Figure 5.1. With pulse splitting, the
quasi-instantaneous pulse groups can be produced by time delays much smaller than the
repetition period using beam-splitter loops, as shown in the figure. The number of pulses
in the GZC scheme scale with n. The figure represents n = 1, while n = 2j can be
implemented by introducing extra beam-splitter loops identical to Y , connected to the
front of the optical setup (directly before the (4/7):(3/7) beam-splitter) as Y is to the
τ1 − τ3 delay loop. We will assume that the delay time for such a loop is zero so that
the pulse groups arrive simultaneously. In practice there will be a small delay producing
negligible error (details in Section 5.4). For loops labelled with delays, such as τ1− τ3, the
marked delay corresponds to the total delay as compared to the straight optical path.
This complex setup would be experimentally challenging to implement, since it was not
designed with the pulse splitting technique in mind. It is possible to use alternate but
similarly complicated beam-splitter and mirror arrangements to perform the GZC scheme.
In the following section we remove the GZC symmetries and consider schemes designed
for experimental simplicity with the pulse splitting technique, optimising the pulse timing
and direction freedoms.
5.3 Optimal schemes
Control theory provides the necessary tools for finding the best process given appropriate
restrictions, or equivalently, optimising a process given an appropriate cost function. To
find optimal solutions to the fast gate condition equations, we must first introduce an
appropriate cost function.
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Figure 5.1: Optical setup for the GZC gate, with n = 1. The pulse delay times, permitted
by tailoring path lengths, are marked on the delay loops such that the GZC scheme is
performed. Loops without explicit delays, such as Y , are assumed to have negligible time
delay. The Roman numerals on particular pulse paths corresponds to the ordering of the
pulses. In the path through A, each pulse is split in two at X. Both of the component
pulses are subsequently split in two, with delays such that pulse components I and II
arrive as a pair, then III and IV (with I arriving immediately before II, and III before
IV). The path through B involves a complex setup before point Z where the delays are
as short as possible such that a pulse is split into thirds: three component pulses of equal
area reach point Z. These pulses are split into ordered pairs as with the path through A.
The beam-splitters are 50/50 unless otherwise marked with fractions. The different paths
permit the pulse group numbers, timings and directions as specified by the GZC scheme.
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Figure 5.2: Solution space for log(J) for our cost function J , given the GZC scheme with
n = 1. The τ3 value is set to 1.8TP (trap periods), its solution value. The global minimum
has been circled.
5.3.1 Cost function
Our cost function J rewards fast gate times TG, balanced with high fidelity, as quantified
in Section 5.1. We write our cost function in terms of the error E = 1− FP , where FP is
the process fidelity [92]:
J =
∫ TG
0
dt+A exp[BE], (5.8)
where A and B are constants introduced to provide a balance between the gate time and
fidelity in the cost function. Simulations using various values of A and B indicated that
appropriate values are A = 10, B = 100.
The solution space for this cost function is not convex, as shown in Figure 5.2, thus finding
the global minimum is a hard problem. The figure shows the log of the above cost function
for clarity. The figure shows a 2D-slice of the solution space for the GZC scheme with
n = 1, where τ3 is set to its solution value associated with the global minimum. The third
dimension further obscures the global minimum, as do extra dimensions for more free
variables in later explored schemes, thus searching for solutions (optimal gate schemes)
becomes increasingly computationally difficult.
Using our cost function, J , we optimised the gate times for different experimental setups
using the NLopt nonlinear-optimization package [106], implementing a controlled random
search with local mutation, as outlined in [107,108].
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Figure 5.3: Optical setup for splitting each pulse into eight pulses, in four pairs, with
variable delays t1 and t2. Each pulse is split into a pair of pulses at X, after which one
component pulse is incident on the ions from above in the figure, and its counterpart is
incident from below. The path lengths are tailored such that the second pulse in each pair
is incident on the ions directly after the first.
5.3.2 Simple scheme: direct pulses
We consider first the simplest setup for the pulse splitting technique. Ideally, we want to
use a single laser to avoid mismatches in pulse timing and frequency that would introduce
new sources of error. Since we require pairs of counter-propagating pulses, the simplest
setup is shown in Figure 5.3. The pulse pairs are formed at the last beam-splitter, X. One
of the paths after this beam-splitter is slightly shorter than the other, such that the pulses
are incident separately on the ions (with minimal separation in time for each pair). The
first pulse in each pair always arrives from the same direction using this scheme, while in
the following section we consider alternating the direction of the first pulse in each pair.
We require resonant pi pulses to satisfy the simplified controlled phase gate conditions in
equations (3.48) and (3.53).
Figure 5.3 illustrates the pulse splitting process for each laser pulse divided into eight
components, or eight splittings, which corresponds to four counter-propagating pulse pairs.
More pulse-pairs are easily produced: the number of components is doubled when an extra
beam-splitter loop, of the form shown with a t1 delay in the figure, is introduced. Each
added loop links to the others in the same way the t1 delay loop is joined to the t2 delay
loop. These delay times are optimised to find the fastest gate schemes.
The optimal gate schemes for this setup provide gate times on the order of the trap period;
the fastest gate found is 1.37TP (389ns), where TP is the trap period. This gate is for one
pulse split into eight pairs, and the next fastest gates are around twice the trap period.
We use a Lamb-Dicke parameter of η = 0.2 [14], and a repetition rate of 300 MHz.
It is significant to note that each solution set of optimised delay times for different numbers
of pulses and splittings contains an exact multiple of 0.5 and of 1
2
√
3
. This is equivalent
to a kick with direction (−1) in the rotating centre of mass and stretch mode phase space
trajectories respectively. It follows that the positive direction of each pulse pair kick results
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Figure 5.4: Optical setup for splitting each pulse into four pairs of pulses, with variable
delays t1 and t2. The numbers correspond to the arrival order for the pulses, as for the
GZC scheme. Note that the first pulse of the first pulse pair arrives from the top, while
the first pulse of the second pulse pair, number 3, arrives from the bottom. Thus the pulse
pairs have two possible direction orderings.
in closed phase space trajectories only when the evolution time permits an effective kick
reversal. This explains the restriction of the scheme timescale to the order of the trap
period. We thus consider a scheme with little extra complexity that permits the direction
reversal of the first pulse in a pair.
5.3.3 Simple scheme: alternating pulses
When a direction switch is introduced for certain pairs of pulses, as in Figure 5.4, there is a
small speedup in the gate time to below the trap period. Two splitting loops with slightly
different lengths (t2 and t2 +  in the figure) allow the ordering of the counter-propagating
pulses to be reversed. Figure 5.5 shows the gate times for different numbers of pulses.
Different numbers of splittings of each emitted pulse are compared, where each number
of splittings corresponds to an experimental setup, with more splittings introducing extra
beam-splitter loops.
Note that each setup approaches a gate time lower limit of around 0.8TP . Larger numbers
of splittings, corresponding to more power applied to the ions, approach this limit faster.
As for the direct pulse scheme, we are restricted by the trap period timescale, since each
solution involves delay times 0.5 + 1
2
√
3
= 0.79TP . The lower limit increases slowly with
the number of pulses, as the laser repetition rate is taken into account. In principle, the
fastest gate corresponds to sending one pulse with very large area, which is split into a
large number of pulses performing a phase gate. In practice, the number of splittings
is restricted by the laser capabilities. For a given maximum pulse energy, the number
of possible splittings is fixed and the fastest gate is achieved by some optimal number
of pulses, determined by the minimum for each curve in Figure 5.5. Our optimisation
considered up to 128 pairs of pulses, which requires 11 beam-splitters.
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Figure 5.5: Gate operation time for different numbers of pulses, using the alternating pulse
direction scheme. Each curve corresponds to a different number of splittings of each laser
pulse, corresponding to the indicated number of split pairs. The curves approach a line
with a slight gradient, which represents the limiting gate time for the scheme. The slope
of the line is governed by the laser repetition rate, 300 MHz.
The limiting timescale indicates that introducing a reverse direction pulse pair on a single
delay loop doesn’t provide the required freedom for schemes with scalable gate times as
the applied power is increased. In phase space, this represents the requirement for this
alternating scheme to have trap period delay times to close the phase space trajectories.
The GZC scheme is not limited by the trap timescale, which means that appropriate
placement of the reverse pulse pairs removes the timescale limitation. We identify optimal
reverse pulse pair timings through a free search of solution space, and reverse engineer the
practical experimental setups from these solutions.
5.3.4 Reverse engineering
The three condition equations suggest that three variables are required for solutions, how-
ever added free variables can introduce further flexibility and reduce the cost function for
more optimal schemes. It was found for the simple setup schemes in the previous two
sections that even when extra delay loops, and corresponding variables, were added, only
three of the delay times took nonzero values for optimal solutions. This suggests that the
symmetry of the scheme plays a significant role. Intuitive design of simple optical setups
with gate times that scale with power proved challenging. We instead use a free search of
solution space and identify symmetries leading to implementable setups. The limitations
of global optimisation searches restrict our search to low numbers of free variables.
Free variable searches were carried out for optimised times t = (0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, ...)
associated with kicks z = (1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, ...). A search over five free variables revealed
that the optimal solution takes the following symmetric form with (a, b, c) = (1, 1, 1):
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t = (−τ1, −τ2, −τ3, τ3, τ2, τ1)
z = (an, −bn, cn, −cn, bn, −an).
As before, |zk| is the number of pairs of pulses applied to the ions with first pulse direction
sgn(zk) at time tk. This (1, 1, 1) scheme, though straightforward to implement, is still
limited by the trap period, approaching a gate time around 0.73TP .
Nine free variables give more variety in optimal solutions. For 8 split pairs, the FRAG
scheme introduced in the previous chapter with (a, b, c) = (1, 2, 2) was found to be optimal.
Higher numbers of split pairs gave non-symmetric optimal solutions, such as a scheme for
32 split pairs (320 total incident pulse pairs) with a gate time of 0.086TP .
The non-symmetric schemes are extremely complex to implement using the beam-splitter
loops. It also becomes hard to find the equivalent schemes for higher numbers of splittings,
since the global optimisation search is not deterministic, and we have a complicated high-
dimensional search space. In contrast, the general symmetric form provides a lower-
dimensional search space, and certain values of (a, b, c) for the symmetric form permit
straightforward experimental setups. Note that this form includes the GZC solution,
which takes the values (a, b, c) = (2, 3, 2).
These symmetric schemes are often well suited to solving the condition equations such that
the gate time is not limited by the trap period, as for the GZC case. The schemes, although
sometimes suboptimal, are among the better solutions for the free variables searched.
Searching low integer values for (a, b, c) to find implementable, scalable schemes yielded
the FRAG scheme as the optimal experimentally implementable scheme. Figure 5.6 shows
the optical setup of the FRAG scheme. It is similar in structure to the GZC setup, with
some complexity removed.
As derived in [25], the optimal relationship between applied pulse pairs N and gate time TG
follows the power law TG ∝ N−2/3. The FRAG scheme and the GZC scheme both follow
this scaling for large numbers of pulses, with a slightly better prefactor (15% smaller) for
the FRAG scheme as shown in Figure 5.7. Lower numbers of splittings approach this
scaling at different rates for either scheme, seen in the figure.
The scaling suggests infinitesimal gate times as the number of incident pulse pairs increases
towards infinity. The setup for each scheme involves a single pulse split into the required
components for the entire gate operation, which means the number of incident pulse pairs
are directly linked to the laser emitted pulse energy. The prior limitations in fidelity
due to finite laser repetition rates are thus transferred to a gate time limitation due to
finite laser powers. This power limitation leaves enormous scope for experiments, however.
The FRAG scheme requires an initial pulse delivering 2
√
10pi for 10 incident pi pulse pairs
(n = 1). An achievable emitted picosecond pulse (such that the pulse duration is negligible
relative to the trap period) could deliver around 100pi, which would correspond to 2500
incident pulse pairs (n ' 256). Stronger limitations on gate times arise from fidelity
considerations, which we discuss in Section 5.4.2.
We have considered multiple schemes with different setup complexities and scaling rela-
tionships. The fastest scheme for less than 20 incident pulse pairs is the simple alternating
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Figure 5.6: Optical setup for the FRAG scheme for n = 2, i.e. 20 incident pulse pairs.
The roman numerals mark the order of incidence for pulses travelling through the marked
path. Beam-splitter loops without a marked time delay represent a negligible delay. The
loop marked Y doubles the number of splittings; without it we would have the n = 1 case,
while another such loop would give us n = 4.
pulse scheme (Section 5.3.3), which provides a gate time of 1.18TP for 16 incident pairs,
given a very simple setup. For 20 or more incident pulse pairs, some extra complexity
gives gate times scaling most efficiently with the laser power for the FRAG scheme. This
scheme achieves a gate time of 0.12TP (33ns) for 320 incident pulse pairs. This is more
than two orders of magnitude faster than experimental gates with ion trap systems [10,11].
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Figure 5.7: Gate times for the FRAG scheme and the GZC scheme for different numbers
of pulses incident on the ions. Both schemes are performed by a single laser emitted
pulse split into the required incident pulse pair components. The linear fits represent the
power law scaling for each scheme, gate time TG ∝ N−2/3 for N pulse pairs. The scaling
coefficients are 6.30 and 5.37 for the GZC and FRAG schemes respectively.
5.4 Limitations
Gate fidelity loss is caused by imperfect laser control, as well as dissipation from coupling
to the environment. The effects of environmental decoherence are considered in [25], and
were found to cause exponential decay of the fidelity. However, the dissipation limit on
gate speeds was found to not restrict our scheme. We find that control errors introduce
a stronger bound on gate speed. Imperfect laser control encompasses the effects of finite
pulse durations, non-instantaneous evolution between pulses, mistimed pulses, and errors
in the amplitude and duration of each pulse.
5.4.1 Pulse timing
Using the condition equations (3.56), (3.54), and (3.55), we determine the significance of
shifting pulses in time, analysing the effect of mistimed pulses and pulses assumed to be
instantaneous (using zero as a beam-splitter loop delay time).
The pulse timings were systematically shifted, and it was found that for an error upper
bound of 10−4, the system was stable for systematic time shifts of beyond 14 ps (using
a repetition rate of 300 MHz, trap frequency of 2pi × 3.52 MHz). Pulse duration can be
much smaller than this value, and this corresponds to a systematic mirror placement error
of 0.4 cm, which is much larger than the accuracy achievable in experiments. The pulse
time shift errors are thus not a limiting factor for this scheme.
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5.4.2 Pulse area
Pulse duration and amplitude errors, on the other hand, can be significant. Both duration
and amplitude errors affect the area of the pulse sent, which affects the area of each pulse
component in the splitting scheme. The incident pulses on the ions will not be exact
pi pulses, meaning that the condition equations are no longer applicable. We employ
perturbation theory to estimate the impact of these errors, and provide methods for a
more complete analysis in the following chapter. Recall the worst case process fidelity
FW [92]:
FW = min
ψ
(|〈ψ|U †IU |ψ〉 |2), (5.9)
where we minimise over motional and internal states.
As derived in Section 3.4, the ideal unitary is composed of momentum kicks for each ideal
pair of pulses (z1 = ±1):
UIp = e
−2ikz1(x1σz1+x2σz2), (5.10)
interspersed by the free evolution of the system, which rotates the motional modes in
phase space:
Ur = e
−iνδtk(a†cac+a†rar). (5.11)
For a general atom-laser interaction, if θ is the rotation about the Bloch sphere caused by
the pulse of duration T , i.e. θ =
∫ T
0
Ω(t)
2 dt, the unitary is given by
Ukick = (cos(θ)− i sin(θ)σx1e−ikx1σ
z
1 )(cos(θ)− i sin(θ)σx2e−ikx2σ
z
2 ) (5.12)
To examine pi pulses with some small error, we consider θ = pi2 + ,   pi2 . The unitary
Up for a pair of counter-propagating pulses can be expanded in terms of :
Up = UIp +
∑
j
jfj , (5.13)
where each fj is found from equation (5.12). The unitary for a pulse scheme is given by
combinations of free evolution, Ur, and pairs of pulses, Up. For a four pulse pair scheme:
U = UpUrUpUrUpUrUp. (5.14)
We considered the worst case fidelity to second order in , as the first order terms cancel.
For the four pulse pair scheme, a lower bound on the worst case fidelity was found to be
FW = 1− 3312. This means that for an error of 1% in the pi/2 pulse energy, for example,
 = 5× 10−3 and the worst case fidelity is 99.2%.
The fidelity can scale very poorly as the number of pulses increases, as expected for
systematic errors in the pulse area. Substituting equation (5.13) into equation (5.14) gives
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four terms (41C) to first order in :
U = UI + (f1(UrUIp)
3 + UIpUrf1(UrUIp)
2 + (UIpUr)
2f1UrUIp
+ (UIpUr)
3f1) +O(2). (5.15)
This corresponds to permutations of f1 and UIp. Thus for an N pulse scheme there are
N
1 C = N such terms. Similarly there are N second order terms of U corresponding to
permutations of f2, and
N
2 C second order cross terms in f1. Higher orders m of  will
contribute NmC cross terms in f1. For large N , this scales as N
m. Note that for  on the
order of 0.01, and N on the order of 100, perturbation theory breaks down, indicating
that the gate errors become large.
Pulse area errors are thus a limiting factor for high fidelity fast gates. We have considered
an absolute worst case bound, and systematic errors in momentum kick unitaries are used
in Chapter 6 to construct imperfect gate unitaries for a more precise analysis. These
errors are not unique to pulse splitting schemes; the pulse area errors must be considered
for any gate scheme requiring a given pulse area and multiple pulses. Techniques such as
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [25, 109] exist for limiting pulse control
errors, which would greatly improve the fidelity of gate schemes, although possibly at the
cost of gate speed. Even with low pulse numbers, we can achieve gate times faster than
the trap period.
5.4.3 Pulse direction
The angular stability of the lasers also plays a part in the fidelity of the scheme. Sys-
tematic errors were introduced independently for the two pulse directions to represent
misalignment with the axis of the ion trap. The angled lasers still restore the internal
states of the ions, however the momentum kick is no longer aligned precisely with the
trap axis. Ion motion is tightly constrained along the transverse axes, thus the effect of
angled laser is a reduced momentum kick along the trap axis. In the error equations the
momentum kick strength can be adapted by changing the integer number of pulse pairs
to the cosine of the laser angle times the initial ideal integer.
Sensitivity to pulse direction is dependent on the number of pulses. The FRAG scheme
for 20 pulses has error less than 10−4 for angular precision of 0.36◦, or 6.3 milliradians.
The scheme with 80 pulses requires stability to 0.09◦, or 1.6 milliradians. Again we see
that errors are compounded from increasing the number of pulses.
5.5 Conclusions
We have considered gate schemes optimised for both gate time and experimental simplicity
using the pulse splitting technique. This technique provides a method for the implementa-
tion of fast gates for two ions using high energy pulses. Such a gate could be implemented
in a shuttling architecture [74] to allow for more complex quantum information processing
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operations involving higher numbers of qubits. Alternatively, the control parameters can
be adjusted such that the gate is performed with more ions in the same trap, as we saw
in Chapter 4.
The most practical optical setup schemes are limited by the trap period timescale, and
achieve gate times of up to 0.8TP (0.23 µs). Some added complexity provides gate times
that scale with the number of pulses applied to the ions. Our FRAG scheme is limited by
control errors such as laser intensity and duration fluctuations, however gate speeds faster
than the trap period can be achieved with high fidelity. For 80 incident pulse pairs, the
scheme achieves gate times of 0.29TP (82 ns), more than two orders of magnitude faster
than experiments, and more pulses give faster gate times. However, the impact of more
pulses on the infidelity from laser intensity fluctuations remains unclear, and we address
this in detail in the following chapter.
Chapter 6
Fast gate technical challenges
For large-scale algorithms, detailed analysis of the challenges and requirements for im-
plementing fast gates is critical. While some of the challenges will be specific to the
implementation, such as spontaneous emission from short-lived atomic energy levels, in
this chapter we consider generally applicable limitations for pulsed fast gates and present
methods for quantifying them.
Our main consideration is imperfect applied pulses, which lead to undesired population
transfer as well as occupation of a range of motional excited states rather than the restora-
tion of the initial motional state at the end of the gate. Random errors in the pulse duration
were considered in [23] for a four-kick sequence, and in Chapter 5 we calculated a worst-
case error bound for small errors in the pulse area and low numbers of pulse pairs. In this
chapter, we present a more complete analysis: we introduce the errors in the atom-light
evolution unitaries, and construct the full imperfect gate evolution operators to directly
compute the fidelity. This gives us an accurate measure of fidelity for large numbers of
pulses. We have seen in previous chapters that an increasing number of pulse pairs in a
fast gate are necessary to improve the gate speed or scaling with the number of ions, and
we show that error in the pulse area leads to compounding infidelity with the number of
pulses. We apply the same technique to explore the phase dependence of the gate with
short pulse durations, where the rotating wave approximation (RWA) fails, and provide a
pulse area stability analysis to determine required experimental benchmarks for large-scale
operations.
6.1 Quantifying gate errors
We have seen that the evolution of an ideal fast gate can be described as alternating
displacement and rotation operators in phase space for each motional mode. Under the
RWA, pairs of counter-propagating pi-pulses give rise to the displacement operators when
there is negligible motional evolution between the two pulses. Two main causes of im-
perfect momentum kicks to the ions come from counter-propagating pulses applied with
area not equal to pi, or from breaking the RWA through short pulse durations. These
imperfections are shown in Figure 6.1, which illustrates their effect at each stage in the
fast gate evolution process.
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Figure 6.1: (a)→(g): Population occupying centre-of-mass (COM) mode number states
during the GZC gate operation, with n = 1 (14 total pulse pairs). The stage of subfigure
(a)→(g) in the gate operation corresponds to a→g marked in subfigure (h). Both ions
are in the excited state, and the initial COM state is the second excited number state,
|2〉c. An ideal gate operation, as well as a gate with imperfect pulses and short pulse
duration are shown. Values were chosen to illustrate these error effects. Population is lost
to other internal states, and some of the population is imperfectly restored to |2〉c. (h):
COM phase-space trajectory for the centre of a coherent state during the gate operation.
The sides of the trajectory correspond to momentum kicks, and the angle of each vertex
corresponds to free evolution between kicks.
To model the effect of breaking each approximation, we expand the appropriate unitary
operator for the applied gate, Ure, in the number basis. We can then observe the phase-
space evolution during the gate process, and calculate the fidelity of the gate. While
coherent states are preserved by the momentum kicks and rotations, the momentum kicks
deform an initial number state to spread across many modes. At the end of a high-
fidelity gate, however, this spread resolves back into the initial number state, as shown in
Figure 6.1.
We consider the high-fidelity GZC and FRAG gate schemes in our error analysis. The
scalar n determines the total number of pulses in the scheme, such that the FRAG and
GZC schemes consist of 10n and 14n pulses respectively. The FRAG scheme has a state-
averaged fidelity (from Appendix C) of 0.96 for n = 1, and 0.995 for n = 2, while for higher
n the infidelity is below 10−8. We neglect the low-fidelity n = 1 case of the FRAG scheme,
which obscures the stability analysis. The GZC scheme, with higher total numbers of
pulses for each n, achieves infidelity on the order of 10−5 for n = 1, and infidelity below
10−8 for higher n.
The scaling of errors with the number of pulses is examined for both the FRAG and GZC
schemes. We explore the effects of errors on schemes with low pulse-numbers using the
n = 1 GZC scheme due to its high fidelity. While more robust for lower numbers of pulses,
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the GZC scheme is slower than the FRAG scheme for n ≥ 2, as shown in Chapter 5. The
effects of finite laser repetition rates on these schemes were explored in Chapters 4 and
5, and we assume infinite repetition rates for our analysis here. For repetition rates of
around 300 MHz, where even a gate with perfect pi-pulses has non-negligible infidelity, this
provides an approximation of the laser stability and pulse times required. The methods
in this chapter can be applied using particular, finite repetition rates to model the errors
in an experiment more precisely.
To assess the impact of particular errors, we use the state-averaged fidelity as a measure
of the gate performance. The fidelity of a pure state |ψ〉 with respect to a density matrix
σ is given by the state overlap [92]:
F = 〈ψ|σ|ψ〉. (6.1)
For an initial state |φi〉, the final states following the ideal gate operation Uid and the real
operation Ure performed with errors are given by:
|ψ〉 = Uid|φi〉 (6.2)
σ = Ure|φi〉〈φi|U †re. (6.3)
The state-averaged fidelity is thus
F =
∫
φi
|〈φi|U †idUre|φi〉|2, (6.4)
integrating over the unit hypersphere with respect to general initial state coefficients ajk:
|φi〉 = (a00|gg〉+ a01|ge〉+ a10|eg〉+ a11|ee〉)⊗ |ncnr〉. (6.5)
The initial motional state is the number product state |nc〉c ⊗ |nr〉r for the centre-of-
mass and stretch modes respectively. The motional inner product is stricter than the
computational fidelity of Appendix C, with a stronger motional restoration requirement
that population must be restored to the initial number state for each mode at the end of
the gate operation. This is a convenient choice for our number basis, and directly considers
effective heating caused by the gate to be infidelity.
The ideal gate operation of equation (3.31), with duration TG, applies a state-dependent
phase while preserving the internal and motional states:
Uid|φi〉 =
(
eipi/4a00|gg〉+ e−ipi/4a01|ge〉+ e−ipi/4a10|eg〉+ eipi/4a11|ee〉
)
⊗ e−iTG(νcnc+νrnr)|ncnr〉. (6.6)
The real operation acts unpredictably on a computational basis state. When it closely
approximates the ideal operator, most of the internal state population is left invariant,
with some small population transfer between internal states. Consequently, the inner
product of terms with altered internal states is taken with respect to equation (6.6) in
the fidelity calculation. These terms contribute negligibly to the fidelity, as the motional
state must be restored for a nonzero inner product, and the phase-space displacements
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composing the gate are engineered to be closed loops only for preserved internal states.
Similarly, an ideal counter-propagating pair of pulses acting on two ions with the same
internal state affects only the COM mode. An imperfect pair of pulses may alter the
stretch mode to some small degree. This perturbation to the stretch mode also has only a
small effect on the fidelity, as only a fraction of the perturbation is expected to be restored
to its initial motional state. Ions with opposite internal states are assumed to have an
invariant COM mode, with the gate acting on the stretch mode.
A component of our approximate fidelity corresponds to the computational basis state
a00|gg〉 ⊗ |ncnr〉 = a00|ggncnr〉, and is given by
|a00|2〈ggnc|U †idUre|ggnc〉 = |a00|2e−ipi/4〈ggnc|Ure|ggnc〉, (6.7)
where the stretch mode is allowed to evolve freely by the ideal and real unitaries, and
thus cancels from the inner product. Only the population retained in the computational
ground state of both ions is retained in the fidelity term. The unitaries act symmetrically
on |ee〉, and the same symmetry between |eg〉 and |ge〉 allows us to simplify our full fidelity
expression:
F =
∫
φi
∣∣∣(|a00|2+|a11|2)e−ipi/4eiνcTGnc〈ggnc|Ure|ggnc〉
+(|a01|2+|a10|2)eipi/4eiνrTGnr〈genr|Ure|genr〉
∣∣∣2 . (6.8)
Due to the significant fidelity contributions arising from only a single mode for each internal
state, we only expand Ure in terms of this mode. Accordingly, the motional phase term
from free evolution of the other mode does not arise, and we have cancelled it from the
ideal unitary.
We will consider particular errors in the real gate unitary Ure. Neglecting insignificant
mode components affects the transformation of this operator into the mode basis. A
general position decomposition for two ions is described by
kxi = b
(c)
i ηc(ac + a
†
c) + b
(r)
i ηr(ar + a
†
r), (6.9)
for the position operator xi for ion i. Using the fact that operators for different modes
commute, the following approximations are made. For the states |gg〉 and |ee〉, the non-
negligible terms are given by
kxi = b
(c)
i ηc(ac + a
†
c), (6.10)
while for |ge〉 and |eg〉,
kxi = b
(r)
i ηr(ar + a
†
r). (6.11)
A second reason for only acting the real unitary on a single mode is computational ne-
cessity. Our number basis, in which we model the state evolution, necessarily grows in
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dimension with the number of pulses applied and the size of momentum kicks. We trun-
cate our number basis at 50 states for n = 1 for each gate, 70 states for n = 2 and n = 5,
and 130 states for n = 10. The single-mode analysis reduces the dimensions for calculating
the state vector evolution by a factor of around 100, depending on the number of applied
pulses. The state vector’s dimension is four times the dimension of the number basis, due
to the two basis internal states for each ion.
6.2 Breaking the RWA
We first apply our fidelity calculation method to a gate composed of short pulses, where
we do not make the RWA. In the interaction frame with respect to the internal states of
the ion, the atom-light interaction Hamiltonian from equation (3.21) is
H ′int =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
−i(kx−(ωL+ωat)t+φ) + σ+ei(kx−δt+φ)
+ σ−e−i(kx−δt+φ) + σ−ei(kx−(ωL+ωat)t+φ)), (6.12)
where δ = (ωL − ωat). As discussed in Chapter 3, typical atomic frequency transitions
are on the order of ωat ∼ 2pi × 1015 Hz, and the fast rotating terms can be neglected
following the RWA. Pulse durations are typically assumed to be much longer than the
rotation period, τ(pi × 1015) 1.
Gates significantly faster than the trap evolution period (∼ 1 µs) require large numbers
of pulses, which must thus have very short durations. We consider the appropriate pulse-
length regime for high-fidelity gate performance with varying numbers of pulses. The gate
should also be independent of the optical phase φ [100], and we quantify the pulse lengths
required for phase-independence.
We focus on resonant transitions where δ = 0 for simplicity, such that ωL = ωat. As-
suming constant Ω and a perfect pi-pulse, such that Ω = pi/τ , the unitary operator from
equation (6.12) for a single ion is:
Upulse = exp
[−ipi
2τ
(∫ tf
ti
σ+e
−i(kx−2ωatt+φ)dt+
∫ tf
ti
σ−ei(kx−2ωatt+φ)dt
+τσ+e
i(kx+φ) + τσ−e−i(kx+φ)
)]
, (6.13)
for a pulse of duration τ = tf − ti, where∫ tf
ti
σ+e
−i(kx−2ωatt+φ)dt =
−iσ+
2ωat
(
e−i(kx−2ωattf+φ) − e−i(kx−2ωatti+φ)
)
. (6.14)
For two ions, the Hamiltonian is the sum of equation (6.12) specific to each ion, replacing
the general internal and position operators with ion-specific internal operators σ
1(2)
+ and
corresponding position operators x1(2). The unitary operator is similarly extended.
We can construct the real gate unitary Ure from Upulse and the motional free evolution
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Figure 6.2: Infidelity following the (a) GZC and (b) FRAG gate operations with different
numbers of pulses, governed by n. The effect of changing the duration of the pulses
composing the gate is shown, and the insets show a high-fidelity range for clarity. The
initial motional state is |2〉c|2〉r, the second excited number state for each mode. We
determine the mean and the standard deviation (error bars) by varying the phase φ for a
given pulse duration τ .
unitary, equation (3.38). This allows us to explore the validity of the RWA for different
pulse lengths by solving for the phase dependence and fidelity.
Figure 6.2 shows the effect of short pulse duration on gate fidelity. The fidelity decreases
as more pulses are applied for the FRAG and GZC gates. The mean infidelity is plotted
for varying phase φ, and error bars mark a standard deviation in infidelity due to phase
dependence. The FRAG gate with n = 2 has fidelity of 0.988, and approaches this value
with a standard deviation less than 10−3 for pulse lengths τ > 40 fs. The GZC scheme
and the FRAG scheme for n = 5 have fidelity above 0.999 and standard deviation less
than 10−4 for τ ≥ 60 fs.
Pulses much longer than the atomic transition period are accurately described under the
RWA, and the number of pulses in the gate does not significantly alter this threshold.
For gates with increasing speed or scalability with the number of ions, large numbers of
pulses must be performed much faster than the trap motional frequency, ν/(2pi) ' 1 MHz,
or even much faster than 10 ns for momentum application schemes exciting short-lived
atomic levels [73]. This provides five orders of magnitude between a safe pulse duration
∼ 100 fs and the lifetime of typical short-lived levels, such as P3/2 in 40Ca+.
6.3 Imperfect pulses
Significant errors also arise from imperfect pi-pulses, which construct the momentum kicks
fundamental to fast gates. Maintaining a stable and accurate atom-laser coupling strength
Ω, or pulse area pi = Ωτ for constant Ω, is thus essential for high-fidelity fast gates. Pulse
area errors lead to imperfect state transfer, errant momentum kicks and acquired phase
infidelity. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the impact of systematic pulse-area errors on the
internal state and mode occupation following a GZC gate with n = 1; population is lost
to other internal states with variable motional mode occupation.
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Figure 6.3: Population in (a) |ee〉,
(b) |eg〉 and (c) |gg〉 states after
a GZC gate applied to |ee〉 ⊗ |2〉c
with n = 1. The fraction ξ of a
perfect pi-pulse performed deter-
mines the restoration of the in-
ternal state and COM motional
mode to the initial state.
To model the imperfect gate process, we assume a suitable pulse length for the RWA, with
δ = 0:
H ′RWA =
h¯Ω
2
(σ+e
i(kx+φ) + σ−e−i(kx+φ)). (6.15)
For Ω constant in time, a pi-pulse satisfies Ωτ = pi, for a pulse duration τ . An approximate
pi-pulse satisfies Ωτ = ξpi, with ξ ' 1. The unitary corresponding to the pulse applied to
a single ion follows:
Upulse = e
−iξpi
2
(σ+ei(kx+φ)+σ−e−i(kx+φ)). (6.16)
Reversing the pulse direction changes the sign of k in the evolution operator.
Assuming that the same laser produces each pulse, and that phase drift is minimal during
the gate duration (< 1 µs), φ is fixed. We fix ξ to be constant during a gate operation to
find the systematic error effects.
The unitary for a counter-propagating pulse pair, with first pulse direction z, can be
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Figure 6.4: A GZC gate with n =
1 is applied with varying pulse er-
ror and different initial motional
occupation. (a) The mean and
standard deviation (error bars) in
the occupation of motional states
following the gate are shown. (b)
Gate fidelity is shown as a func-
tion of pulse error.
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expressed in the computational basis {e, g}:
Upair(z, ξ) =
(
e−izkx(cos kx cospiξ + iz sin kx) cos kx sinpiξ(−i cosφ+ sinφ)
cos kx sinpiξ(−i cosφ− sinφ) eizkx(cos kx cospiξ − iz sin kx)
)
,
(6.17)
such that ξ = 1 gives
Upair(z, 1) = −
(
e−2izkx 0
0 e2ikx
)
, (6.18)
with the expected state-dependent momentum kicks and no φ-dependence. The φ-
dependence for imperfect pulses is in the terms of equation (6.17) corresponding to popu-
lation transfer between internal states, and represents the angle of rotation on the Bloch
sphere. It does not affect the magnitude of rotation which provides the error, and we set
φ = 0 for simplicity.
The motional and internal operators commute for separate ions, and the unitary for a
two-ion imperfect pi-pulse is given by
U2pulse(z) = e
−iξpi
2
(σ1+e
izkx1+σ1−e
−izkx1+σ2+e
izkx2+σ2−e
−izkx2 ), (6.19)
with x1 and x2 the positions of ions one and two respectively. Using this unitary we
construct pulse pairs, which we intersperse with the motional free evolution unitaries to
build up our gate operations. Solving the two-qubit gate condition equations (3.54), (3.55)
and (3.56) provides the necessary pulse times for gates with varying numbers of pulses.
Increasing error in the applied pulses damages the fidelity, and the initial motional state
before the gate is applied plays a role in the magnitude of the damage. Figure 6.4 shows
the effect of the initial motional state on final mode occupation and internal state fidelity.
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Figure 6.5: A GZC (a,b) and FRAG (c,d) fast gate are applied to |ee〉|1〉c|1〉r with varying
n and pulse error. (a,c): The mean and standard deviation (error bars) in the occupation
of the COM mode are shown following the gate applied to the |ee〉 internal state. (b,d):
Gate fidelity is shown as a function of pulse error.
Growing pulse errors increase both the mean and standard deviation of the mode occu-
pation after the gate. There is not a clear relationship between initial motional state and
infidelity; however each initial state is harmed by pulse errors. Errors less than 1% are
required for fidelity better than 0.9, or close to 0.1% for a fidelity of 0.99.
Higher numbers of pulses provide faster gate times, more stability, and improved scala-
bility. However, as the number of pulses in the gate increases with n, the errors in each
pulse cause compounding gate infidelities, shown in Figure 6.5. For both the FRAG and
GZC gates, Figure 6.5 shows dramatic increases in the mean and standard deviation of
the motional state following a gate as the number of pulses increases. Stability in the
pulse area is thus critical for high fidelities and restoring the motional mode to its initial
state; on the order of 0.4% systematic error is permissible for fidelity better than 0.9 and
n . 10 for each scheme. Pulse error (1 − ξ) ≤ 0.2% is required for a fidelity above 0.98.
Both schemes are similarly affected by pulse error compounding with pulse number.
6.4 Conclusions
Fast gates require large numbers of momentum kicks, constructed from pi-pulses under
the RWA. Careful analysis of error contributions is essential for the implementation of
fast gates, particularly in light of improving gate performance with the number of applied
pulses. Here we have found that the RWA is a safe approximation for large numbers of
pulses when the pulse durations are much longer than the atomic transition period. Errors
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in the pulse area lead to compounding infidelity with the number of pulses composing the
gate, and stability of 0.2% in the pulse area is required for fidelities above 0.98 with up
to 140 pulse pairs in the FRAG and GZC gate schemes. Laser instability will thus be a
significant source of error in implementing fast gates.
Chapter 7
Detection-enhanced steady state
entanglement
Work presented in this chapter has been published in:
[52]: C. D. B. Bentley, A. R. R. Carvalho, D. Kielpinski, and J. J. Hope, “Detection-
Enhanced Steady State Entanglement with Ions,” Physical Review Letters, vol. 113, p.
040501, July 2014.
The preparation of high fidelity entangled states can take very different forms. In contrast
to a reversible gate with an operation time of less than microseconds, we now consider
using a coupling to an environment to generate a steady state over milliseconds. Dissipative
processes are usually enemies of coherence, however they can form a key element of steady-
state entanglement. The steady state nature of the entanglement provides robustness to
field fluctuations and can preserve very high fidelity states with enormous robustness [33],
as we will show. Steady-state schemes with trapped ions have achieved fidelities below
0.9 [44, 46]. We present a steady-state scheme which achieves fidelity close to unity in
preparing the |Ψ−〉 Bell state presented in Section 2.1.2. Bell states maximally violate the
Bell inequality, and are important for QIP protocols such as superdense coding [3].
In the following section, we construct our steady-state scheme by preparing an environ-
mental coupling with our target Bell state in its dark subspace.
7.1 Engineered entanglement mechanism
Our level scheme, shown in Figure 7.1, demonstrates the entanglement mechanism. Using
a short-lived atomic energy level |t〉, we make use of the dissipative spontaneous emission
of a photon returning the atom to ground state |g〉 with rate γ′s.
We engineer a coupling between levels |t〉 and |g〉 on the red sideband of a motional mode,
with Rabi (angular) frequency Ω′r:
Ht = h¯Ω
′
r((b1 + b2)a
† + (b†1 + b
†
2)a), (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Level scheme for the model with metastable levels |g〉 and |e〉, and temporary
(short-lived) level |t〉. The state |ab〉 represents the tensor product |a〉⊗|b〉 of the individual
ion states. The first motional sideband is marked by (1). Note the spontaneous emission
from level |t〉 marked by dotted arrows. The superpositions involving |te〉 both decay to an
equal classical mixture of the symmetric and antisymmetric Bell states. Motional heating
and the much slower spontaneous emission from |e〉 are omitted for clarity.
where a is the annihilation operator for the coupled motional mode, and bi ≡ |g〉i〈t| for
atom i. This ensures that states in the motional ground state are left invariant; they are
dark to the driven dissipative process. Our dark subspace is thus quite large: it can contain
any internal states of ions in the motional ground state. To engineer a steady-state, we
desire a single target internal state that is invariant to the system dynamics. Population
fed into the dark subspace through the dissipative coupling will then necessarily improve
the fidelity of our target state.
We couple the symmetric basis states |gg〉, 1√
2
(|ge〉+ |eg〉) and |ee〉 by driving the carrier
frequency of both ions at Rabi frequency Ω between long-lived ground (|g〉) and excited
(|e〉) states:
Hcar = h¯Ω(J+ + J−), (7.2)
where J+ = σ
+
1 +σ
+
2 and J− = σ
−
1 +σ
−
2 , and σ
+(−)
i (de)excites atom i between the ground
and excited states. Note also that for convenience in this chapter we have redefined the
Rabi frequency Ω to be half of its former value in Section 3.3. As shown in Figure 7.1,
the antisymmetric Bell state |Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|ge〉 − |eg〉) is untouched by this coupling, as
destructive interference cancels any change of state.
Applying just the Ht and Hcar laser coupings, ions with symmetric internal states and no
motional excitations will cycle within the symmetric subspace, isolated from the target
antisymmetric state. This is where the irreversible dissipation provides a population flow
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into the antisymmetric subspace. We introduce a coupling from the motional ground state
to the first excited motional state by driving the red sideband of the |g〉 ↔ |e〉 transition
at frequency Ωr [19]:
Hred = h¯Ωr(J−a† + J+a). (7.3)
Again, destructive interference protects the antisymmetric Bell internal state from these
dynamics.
As shown in Figure 7.1, ions with internal states in the symmetric subspace are now cou-
pled to the temporary level |t〉 through the introduced Hamiltonians. The state |gg1〉,
where the ions are in the first excited motional state |1〉, is coupled to 1√
2
(|gt0〉 + |tg0〉),
where the ions are in the ground motional state |0〉. This short-lived state decays back to
|gg0〉, within the symmetric subspace. In contrast, the state 1√
2
(|ge1〉+ |eg1〉) is coupled
to 1√
2
(|te0〉 + |et0〉). This state decays to |ge0〉 or |eg0〉, with equal probability, which
corresponds to an equal mixture of the Bell symmetric and antisymmetric states. There
is thus a classical probability of 50% that our state is the antisymmetric Bell state, our
target, and 50% chance that our state is still in the symmetric subspace. The symmetric
component of our mixture is driven back to the temporary level, which decays and con-
tributes to the probability that we have reached our target state. Our driven dissipative
process ensures that population moves from the symmetric subspace to our target state,
which we have engineered to be dark to the system dynamics such the preparation fidelity
can only increase.
Noise processes external to our introduced dynamics do cause population to be lost from
the Bell antisymmetric state. Motional heating, the dominant loss mechanism, populates
the excited motional sideband of the Bell state, which is not dark to Ht. The population
is driven around the symmetric state cycle until it settles again in the dark state |Ψ−0〉.
Spontaneous emission can occur from the long-lived |e〉 state with rate γs, also leading to
loss from our target state. Our target state is thus not dark to these processes, which are
omitted from Figure 7.1 for clarity.
The full system dynamics are described by the master equation:
ρ˙ = − i
h¯
[Ht, ρ]− i
h¯
[Hcar, ρ]− i
h¯
[Hred, ρ] + γ
′
s(D[b1]ρ+D[b2]ρ)
+
∑
i
γsD[σi−]ρ+ hr(D[a]ρ+D[a†]ρ), (7.4)
where we model spontaneous decay using the Lindblad superoperator, introduced in equa-
tion 2.19. The spontaneous decay rate from the short-lived level |t〉 is γ′s, and we assume
that excited state |e〉 is metastable with decay rate γs for each ion i. The usual heating
rate Lindblad terms have prefactors based on bath temperature (n¯ and (n¯+1)), but in the
limit of large n¯, the prefactors both become hr (number of phonons gained per second).
Typical trapped ion species such as 40Ca+ have suitable level structures for our scheme,
shown in Figure 3.1. We take the S1/2 level to be |g〉, and the 40Ca+ metastable level D3/2
can be used as an excited qubit state |e〉 with a lifetime of around 1 s [73]; we thus set our
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decay rate γs = 1 s
−1. The P3/2 level (|t〉) has decay rates on the order of γ′s = 108 s−1.
Ω′r should be set such that γ′s  Ω′r/(2pi) and the temporary level is negligibly populated,
keeping the population in the qubit manifold. We set Ω′r = 106 rad/s in the following
analysis. For the specific 40Ca+ case, no such single-photon transition exists. However, a
two-photon transition coupling to the P3/2 (|t〉) level via the D5/2 level would provide an
effective Ω′r close to 106 rad/s, leaving the D3/2 (|e〉) qubit state untouched. Off-resonant
excitations marginally reduce the fidelity as quantified later in the chapter.
For spontaneous emission from |t〉 much faster than the other system dynamics,
γ′s  Ω,Ωr,Ω′r, γs, hr, (7.5)
we adiabatically eliminate the temporary level as detailed in Appendix E to simplify
calculation:
ρ˙ = − i
h¯
[Hcar, ρ]− i
h¯
[Hred, ρ] +
4Ω
′2
r
γ′s
(D[|g〉1〈g|a]ρ+D[|g〉2〈g|a]ρ)
+
∑
i
γsD[σi−]ρ+ hr(D[a]ρ+D[a†]ρ), (7.6)
where |g〉i〈g| is the ground state projector for atom i. This projector arises from the
ground to temporary level coupling, leaving the excited state invariant.
7.2 Scheme performance
The master equation gives the dynamics of the Bell antisymmetric state population shown
in Figure 7.2 for a |gg〉 initial state, using the coupling values Ωr = 20 krad/s and
Ω = 26 krad/s. Fidelity is defined as the population in the Bell antisymmetric state,
and infidelity E = 1 − Fidelity. After several milliseconds, the system converges to an
asymptotic high-fidelity Bell state. Anomalous heating varies depending on trap specifics,
however heating rates below hr = 10 phonons/s have been achieved [110]. This provides
a fidelity around 0.997, while 100 phonons/s gives a fidelity of 0.980. Simulations were
performed using the XMDS package [111,112].
7.2.1 Detection protocol
The master equation analysis follows the dynamics of a system without a measurement
process. A key component of our driven dissipative scheme is the spontaneous emission
from a temporary level. Detecting these spontaneous emission events can be used to
enhance our scheme in the following manner. The system is driven towards a spontaneous
emission event whenever it is not in the dark state: a detection event means that our
fidelity is low. Conversely, a lack of detection events indicates over time that our system
is not being driven to the temporary level, and is thus in the dark state. Not detecting
emissions thus heralds a high fidelity Bell antisymmetric state, an improvement over our
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Figure 7.2: Asymptotic error (E = 1− Fidelity) for different anomalous heating rates hr.
Error is plotted over time for Ωr = 20 krad/s, Ω = 26 krad/s, γs = 1 s
−1 for different
heating rates.
unconditional steady state fidelity. Detecting spontaneous emission events is challenging;
for the following analysis we consider a photodetector collecting ξ = 10% of emissions.
A stochastic master equation [113, 114] represents a particular trajectory of the system
with a particular detection record. The equation describes the evolution of the conditional
density matrix ρC for this detection record. Poissonian noise dN provides random sponta-
neous emission times interspersed with continuous evolution. After adiabatic elimination
for large γ′s, the stochastic master equation is
dρC =
∑
i
dNi
(
Li−ρCL
i†
−
Tr[Li†−Li−ρC ]
− ρC
)
+ dt
(
− i
h¯
[Hcar, ρC ]− i
h¯
[Hred, ρC ] +
∑
i
γsD[σi−]ρC
+ hr(D[a]ρC +D[a†]ρC) + 4Ω
′2
r
γ′s
[
(1− ξ)D[Li−]ρC + ξ(−
1
2
(Li†−L
i
−ρC + ρCL
i†
−L
i
−)
+ Tr[Li†−L
i
−ρC ]ρC)
])
, (7.7)
where
Li− = |g〉i〈g|a, (7.8)
E[dNi] = dtTr[|g〉i〈g|a†aρC ]4ξΩr
′
2
γ′s
. (7.9)
Averaging this equation for different noise records returns the unconditional master equa-
tion, equation (7.6). Trajectories corresponding to particular measurement results were
determined, as shown in Figure 7.3. Spontaneous emission detection events cause the
drops in fidelity, which are interspersed by convergence to a steady fidelity value.
Assumptions in our representation can be justified as follows. The ion emission events
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Figure 7.3: Asymmetric Bell state infidelity E over time for a particular trajectory of
equation (7.7) for hr = 100 phonons/s, Ωr = 20 krad/s, Ω = 26 krad/s. The detection
efficiency ξ = 10%.
are assumed to be indistinguishable, however distinguishable emissions similarly feed
population to the target state. We have represented detection events with Li− for
each ion i, and an alternative formulation using (a)symmetric detection events L− =
a(|g〉1〈g|+(−)|g〉2〈g|) leads to the same asymptotes and negligible change in the conver-
gence time.
Following a detection event, our fidelity is driven by the system to some high steady state
value unless we observe another detection event. If a detection occurs, followed by no
more detections, the fidelity of our target state increases to an asymptote. Figure 7.4(a)
shows the infidelity of the Bell antisymmetric state over time following a detection event
and conditioned on no further detections. The probability of no subsequent detections
is shown over time in Figure 7.4(b), given a large heating rate hr = 1000 phonons/s.
This probability is over 40% at the fidelity asymptote of 0.895 for this heating rate. For
systems with less heating, reaching the asymptote becomes more probable. Note also that
if no detection event is observed since initialisation of the system, the same asymptotic
convergence occurs.
The increase in fidelity given by introducing a measurement with 10% detection is signifi-
cant, while lower detection naturally gives less fidelity gain. Table 7.1 explicitly shows the
gain in fidelity for the conditional system with different detection efficiencies FC(ξ) over
the unconditioned, measurement free system FU .
7.3 Scheme stability
The model includes the effects of anomalous heating and spontaneous emission events,
and we characterise the loss of fidelity that these processes introduce for the steady state
scheme in Figure 7.5. The robust nature of the scheme is highlighted, as the infidelity E
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Figure 7.4: For Ωr = 20 krad/s, Ω = 26 krad/s, ξ = 10%, (a): Log10 of the asymmetric
Bell state infidelity (error) after a detection event, conditioned on no subsequent detections
for different heating rates. Error bars mark the standard error, smaller than the data
points. The dashed lines represent the steady state infidelity with no photodetector. (b):
The probability of observing a single detection event without subsequent detections as a
function of time for hr = 1000 phonons/s.
roughly increases with the first order of the heating rate. Excited state lifetimes above
one second are readily achievable, thus the infidelity caused by spontaneous emission from
|e〉 is negligible. The fit in Figure 7.5 was constructed using the following simple model:
1− Fidelity ' hr
r1 + hr
+
γs
r2 + γs
. (7.10)
For a steady state system with two states, population1×rate1→2 = population2×rate2→1.
We have two noise processes hr and γs reducing the target state population, with different
(assumed constant) restoration rates to the steady state, r1 and r2 respectively. The
constant restoration rate assumption is seen to break as the dissipation increases.
The effect of laser instability or frequency errors in the coupling parameters is also impor-
tant. The steady-state behaviour is resistant to fluctuations in laser intensity. Figure 7.6
demonstrates the robustness to variation in the coupling parameters Ω and Ωr, where fi-
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hr(phonons/s) FU FC(1%) FC(3%) FC(10%)
1 0.9994 0.9994 0.9995 0.9996
10 0.9975 0.9977 0.9979 0.9985
100 0.9797 0.9810 0.9832 0.9881
1000 0.8404 0.8476 0.8607 0.8954
Table 7.1: Fidelity F asymptotes for different heating rates, hr. FU is for the (uncondi-
tioned) system without measurement, which is contrasted with FC , for the (conditional)
system with 1%, 3% and 10% spontaneous emission detection. These values are for
Ωr = 20 krad/s, Ω = 26 krad/s, γs = 1 s
−1.
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Figure 7.5: The scheme is robust to noise: the steady state error as a function of anomalous
heating rates hr and metastable excited state lifetime γs. Here Ωr = 20 krad/s, Ω =
26 krad/s. The fit is a simple model based on steady state population transfer rates.
delity ' 1 is reached for a range of the coupling rates. Note that the heating is assumed to
be negligible for this analysis, and the metastable spontaneous decay is set to γs = 1 s
−1.
We have assumed a uniform decay from the temporary level to our ground computational
level. For 40Ca+, the branching ratios to S1/2, D5/2 and D3/2 from the P3/2 temporary level
are 0.9347(3), 0.0587(2) and 0.00661(4) respectively [73]. Using these ratios and 40Ca+
trap parameters from [110], we find an unconditional fidelity of 0.989 and a conditional
fidelity of 0.995. The dominant error in this system is from off-resonant excitations on
the cooling transitions, which leads to loss from our target state. The fidelity given is
optimised to balance the cooling rate, 104 phonons/s here, with off-resonant loss. The
temporary level decay to the D5/2 and D3/2 levels has little effect as this population
continues to be pumped towards the target state.
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Figure 7.6: Log10 of the steady state error for different energy level coupling values, Ω and
Ωr. The scheme performs well, with E < 10
−3 for a range of values. Low values of Ω/Ωr
(below around 0.2) do not reach the error asymptote before our imposed time cap of 0.1 s,
giving the sharp error rise in this region. High Ω/Ωr leads to occupation of highly excited
motional levels. We truncate at 20 motional sidebands and consider only parameters with
population below 10−6 of the maximal sideband. Here γs = 1 s−1, and hr = 0 phonons/s.
7.4 Conclusions
By careful construction of our system dynamics and a driven dissipation process, the Bell
antisymmetric state is a dark state of our system. The effects of spontaneous emission
are incorporated in the scheme, and its steady-state nature provides robustness to noise
in the lasers. We introduce measurement of the spontaneous decay, which indicates when
the system is not in the dark state. Conversely, when no decay is observed, we note a
significant increase in the (conditional) steady state fidelity; for our 40Ca+ model with
anomalous heating of 5.3 phonons/s [110], the fidelity is 0.995. Our scheme thus of-
fers a vast improvement over fidelities achieved with implemented schemes using trapped
ions [44,46].
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Chapter 8
Summary
A deeper understanding of quantum systems is one of the most critical fields of investiga-
tion, as technology makes leaps and bounds when we reach new regimes of control. This
thesis uses quantum optics tools to extend applications of the trapped-ion platform.
Quantum gates are an essential tool for quantum computation, and the DiVincenzo cri-
teria [61] must be addressed to enable large-scale operations. The ratio of gate operation
time to a system’s decoherence timescale is one of these key considerations, and fast gates
for trapped ions can be performed orders of magnitude faster than traditional entangling
gates [20, 23]. We extend the fast gate proposal to offer improved speed, stability and
scaling with the number of trapped ions; essential considerations for QIP. We have quanti-
fied the required laser repetition rates and stability for achieving high-fidelity benchmarks
both for gates entangling neighbouring and distant ions. Fast gates have not yet been im-
plemented; by engaging with the current technological limitations we provide a pathway
for implementation using interferometers to split laser pulses.
We also consider the preparation of a steady state using trapped ions. Steady-state
schemes offer robustness to noise and parameter variations [33], however existing schemes
to prepare a Bell state using trapped ions have reached fidelities around 0.9 [44,46], insuf-
ficient for QIP processes [9]. Bell states are maximally-entangled, and useful in quantum
teleportation and superdense coding [3]. Our steady-state scheme uses a driven dissipa-
tive process; this mechanism robustly prepares a Bell state with almost unity fidelity and
preserves our target state indefinitely. Given the scheme’s driven spontaneous emission
process, photodetection is a natural addition that adds further conditional enhancement
of the fidelity.
8.1 Future goals for fast gates and steady states
Close collaboration with experiment is underway to perform the first entangling gate
faster than the trap period with ions. As this collaboration progresses and the gate is
performed and extended, particular limiting factors will arise. One likely limitation will
be fluctuations in the pulse stability, as explored in Chapter 6. Any such limitation can
be addressed to some degree through an appropriate cost function and optimal control of
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the scheme. We are also exploring further applications of the fast gate tool, particularly
for quantum simulations with ions.
Our steady-state scheme breaks new ground with two-ion benchmarks, however investi-
gating decoherence effects with large or scalable systems would be of immense value both
for understanding the quantum-classical transition and for preparing multi-partite entan-
gled states. Particular difficulties in extending the current scheme arise with the growth
in dimension of the antisymmetric subspace, which makes the preparation of a unique
steady state vastly more complex. We must investigate schemes that do not rely simply
on antisymmetry, with the entire subspace dark to the dynamics, to pursue this research
goal.
FIN
Appendix A
Motional eigenstates and
eigenvalues
Following the classical mechanics methods of Goldstein [115], we derive the motional modes
of trapped ions as eigenstates of the potential. See also [95] for a related derivation.
First recall equations (3.2) and (3.3):
T =
L∑
m=1
1
2
Mx˙2m, (A.1)
V =
L∑
m=1
1
2
Mν2x2m +
L∑
n,m=1
m 6=n
e2
8pi0
1
|xn − xm| . (A.2)
We define the displacement qi from equilibrium xi,0 for the ith ion:
xi = qi + xi,0, (A.3)
where equilibrium is defined as the evaluation position marked by |0 such that
∂V
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
0
= 0. (A.4)
The potential expanded around equilibrium is given by
V (q1, ..., qL) = V (x1,0, ..., xL,0) +
∂V
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
0
qi +
1
2
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
∣∣∣∣
0
qiqj + ... (A.5)
=
1
2
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
∣∣∣∣
0
qiqj + ..., (A.6)
using summation notation, and simplifying equation (A.5) by setting the arbitrary poten-
tial zero to the value of the first term and using the equilibrium definition of equation (A.4)
to cancel the linear displacement terms.
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The highest order potential term is thus determined by
∂xi∂xjV |0≡ Vij |0=
Mν
2 + e
2
4pi0
∑L
m=1
m6=j
2
|xj,0−xm,0|3 if i = j
e2
4pi0
−2
|xj,0−xi,0|3 if i 6= j
, (A.7)
and we assume sufficiently small displacements from equilibrium that higher order terms
are negligible.
Note that using the dimensionless equilibrium position, we can redefine Vij |0:
ui ≡ xi,0/l, (A.8)
l3 ≡ e
2
4pi0Mν2
, (A.9)
Vij |0 = Mν2
1 +
∑L
m=1
m 6=j
2
|uj−um|3 if i = j
−2
|uj−ui|3 if i 6= j
, (A.10)
and we set a dimensionless V ′ij |0 such that
Mν2V ′ij |0= Vij |0. (A.11)
We now have the Lagrangian:
L =
1
2
 L∑
m=1
M ˙qm
2 −Mν2
L∑
i,j
V ′ij |0qiqj
 , (A.12)
which gives the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion
0 = q¨k + ν
2
L∑
j
V ′jk|0qj . (A.13)
Assuming that the solutions are oscillatory, of the form
qi = cie
−iωt, (A.14)
substitution into the equations of motion gives the amplitude equations
ω2
ν2
ck =
L∑
j
V ′jk|0cj (A.15)
for each k. This is simply equating one element of each side of the larger eigenvalue
equation
Vc =
ω2
ν2
c, (A.16)
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for the matrix form V of V ′jk|0 and the vector c composed of coefficients ci.
The motional eigenstates or modes correspond to the eigenvectors of this matrix, where
the corresponding excitation frequency is ω, the square root of the eigenvalue in trap
frequency units.
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Appendix B
Symmetry and the motional
conditions
Equation (3.45) gives the general fast gate condition for restoring motional mode p with
laser pulses:
Cp = −i
N∑
k=1
cpke
iνptk = 0, (B.1)
where the final displacement of the motional mode is given by
Cp = −2iηp(b(p)1 σz1 + b(p)2 σz2)
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk , (B.2)
= isp
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk , for (B.3)
sp ≡ −2ηp(b(p)1 σz1 + b(p)2 σz2). (B.4)
Expanding the exponential as a Taylor series in Cp,
Cp = isp
N∑
k=1
zk(1 + iνptk +
−ν2pt2k
2
+
−iν3pt3k
6
+ ...), (B.5)
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and for Cp = 0, we require that
Re(Cp) = sp
N∑
k=1
zk(−νptk +
ν3pt
3
k
6
+ ...) = 0, (B.6)
0 =
N∑
k=1
zk(tk −
ν2pt
3
k
6
− ...), (B.7)
Im(Cp) = sp
N∑
k=1
zk(1−
ν2pt
2
k
2
+ ...) = 0, (B.8)
0 =
N∑
k=1
zk(1−
ν2pt
2
k
2
+ ...). (B.9)
For 1 ν2pt2k for each tk, the motional conditions reduce to
0 =
N∑
k=1
zktk, (B.10)
0 =
N∑
k=1
zk, (B.11)
with no mode dependence. This regime and these conditions correspond to free evolution,
before the trap evolution has any significant effect. The required regime may be difficult to
reach since the dominant term in our phase condition contains the third order of the pulse
times, indicating that phase accrual has strong dependence on the trap evolution time.
Strong momentum kicks are required to accommodate shorter gate times, as explored in
the main text. Close to this ideal regime, error in the scheme (Cp 6= 0) will be mode
dependent, and the dominant error term is from the sum in equation (B.8), proportional
to zkν
2
pt
2
k for each kick k. We can broaden the mode-independent regime by imposing
constraints on the scheme pulse directions and timings. This provides increasing motional
robustness.
A simple example is to impose a reflected antisymmetry, such that the momentum kicks
z and their timings t obey
z = (a1, a2, ..., am, | −am, −am−1, ..., −a1)
t = (−τ1, −τ2, ..., −τm | τm, τm−1, ..., τ1).
This sets Im(Cp) to zero by virtue of its even powers of tk, while we still require
Re(Cp) = 2sp
m∑
k=1
ak sin(νpτk) = 0, (B.12)
0 =
m∑
k=1
akτk − ak
ν2pτ
3
k
6
+ .... (B.13)
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The highest order term in our new motional condition equation corresponds to equation
(B.10), while we have subsumed equation (B.11) into the symmetry condition. Assuming
mode independence means that the dominant error term is proportional to akν
3
pτ
3
k , which
is on the order of the cube of the pulse times. The asymmetry decreases the error size
from a quadratic power of pulse times above, providing motional stability.
We can introduce a more complex symmetry to further expand our region of mode-
independent total gate times:
z = (a1, ..., al, | −al, ..., −a1, | −a1, ..., −al, | al, ..., a1)
t = (−f − τ1, ..., −f − τl, | −f + τl, ..., −f + τ1, | f − τ1, ..., f − τl, | f + τl, ..., f + τ1),
for f > τ1 > τ2 > ... > τl. Here Re(Cp) is zero, and we require
Im(Cp) = 2sp
l∑
k=1
ak cos(νp(f + τk))− ak cos(νp(f − τk)) = 0, (B.14)
0 =
l∑
k=1
ak
[
ν2p2fτk −
ν4p
24
((f + τk)
4 − (f − τk)4) + ...
]
, (B.15)
where if the first term dominates the sum, we have a mode independent condition equiv-
alent to equation (B.10). The largest error term in the sum is on the order of akν
4
pf
3τk,
on the fourth order of the pulse times for f ∼ τ1. Again, the added symmetry conditions
increase the motional stability region for the scheme.
The schemes in Figure B.1 correspond to those outlined here: the ‘Antisymmetric’ scheme
is the example of reflected antisymmetry, while the ‘Reflected’ scheme is the more complex
example just explored. The Duan II scheme, introduced in Chapter 4, has again more
complex symmetries for stability, illustrated in its vastly reduced motional displacement
relative to the other schemes. In the figure we use representative schemes of equal duration
as follows:
z = ( 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1 ), Antisymmetric scheme
z = ( 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1 ), Reflected scheme
z = ( 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1 ), Duan II scheme
t = ( τr, 2τr, 3τr, 4τr, 5τr, 6τr, 7τr, 8τr ), Timings,
where a kick occurs every repetition period, here 0.2 ns. We grow the scheme in time and
phase by repeating each kick x times such that the scheme duration is 8xτr, and for x = 2
the Reflected scheme becomes
z = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ), Reflected scheme
t = ( τr, ..., 16τr ), Timings.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.1: (a) Motional displacement |Cp| for two ions with p = 1, the centre of mass
mode, over increasing total scheme time. Here the internal states are excited for both
ions. The full expansion of the Cp calculation is plotted, marked by (full), as well as the
dominant first nonzero term of the expansion (first), which depends on increasing orders
of the kick times as the stability improves. The first term matches the full expansion well;
the points are indistinguishable. (b) Infidelity of each scheme with the acquired relative
phase: varying scheme duration from around 1ns to 32ns (x from one to twenty in the
text) results in increasing phase and gradually reduced fidelity. More complex symmetries
provide reduced infidelity by orders of magnitude, although the Duan II scheme takes
much longer to acquire the same phase as the other schemes.
The restricted pulse times mean that the timing degrees of freedom are lost for satisfying
the motional restoration conditions; here we study the effect of the leading term in the
expansion on motional stability.
We have found the dominant terms in the displacement sum for the Antisymmetric and
Reflected schemes to be proportional to zktkν and zkt
2
kν
2 respectively, while for Duan II
the dominant term is the sum over zkt
3
kν
3. The contribution of these first nonzero terms in
the displacement sum are shown to represent the full expansion precisely in Figure B.1(a).
As tk  ν, the motional displacement decreases with well chosen symmetry restrictions.
Figure B.1(b) demonstrates a tradeoff between stability and time to acquire a particu-
lar phase; the Duan II scheme imposes more symmetry conditions resulting in fidelity
improvements by orders of magnitude, but also a longer scheme duration to achieve com-
parable phase with the less stable schemes. This time penalty is reflected in Chapter 4,
where imposing more symmetries of similar forms (Duan IV, VIII) becomes suboptimal
in both gate time and fidelity compared to a different scheme form taking advantage of
the timing degrees of freedom.
Adding ions reduces the mode independent regime, since the mode frequency plays a part
in the terms we require to be negligible, and these frequencies increase with ions added.
Extra degrees of freedom found in the GZC and FRAG schemes relative to the Duan
single degree of freedom also provide extra motional stability. Note that while motional
conditions can be independent of ion numbers for sufficiently fast gates, the phase equation
still has mode dependence. However, only local phonon modes can be excited as discussed
in Chapter 4.
Appendix C
Fidelity derivation
The fast gate computational fidelity before state-averaging is given by
F1 = Trm[〈ψ0|U †idUre|ψ0〉〈ψ0|⊗ρmU †reUid|ψ0〉], (C.1)
where Ure and Uid denote the real and ideal gate operations, including motional displace-
ment for the real gate. The motional trace Trm is taken along with the inner product of
the ideal and real operations with respect to the internal ion states. The initial internal
state of the ions is |ψ0〉, and the initial motional state is given by the density operator ρm.
In the computational basis {|gg〉, |ge〉, |eg〉, |ee〉}, the ideal unitary is given by
Uid =

eipi/4 0 0 0
0 e−ipi/4 0 0
0 0 e−ipi/4 0
0 0 0 eipi/4
 , (C.2)
up to global phase, as determined by the operator in equation (3.31).
The real operator, representing our approximation to the ideal unitary with some error,
is given by
Ure =

eiφggDˆgg 0 0 0
0 eiφgeDˆge 0 0
0 0 eiφegDˆeg 0
0 0 0 eiφeeDˆee
 , (C.3)
representing phase changes φij as well as motional displacements Dˆij specific to internal
states, i, j ∈ {g, e}. Note that there are no off-diagonal terms as the initial internal
states are preserved through the real operation due to the assumed perfect pi-pulse pairs
providing momentum kicks while perfectly restoring state population. Imperfect pulses
are explored in Chapter 6.
Recall that the final displacement is given in equation (3.45) for each mode p:
Cp ≡ −i
N∑
k=1
cpke
iνptk . (C.4)
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The total displacement operator is the tensor product of each mode displacement. The
internal state dependence comes from cpk:
cpk = 2zk(b
(p)
1 σ
z
1 + b
(p)
2 σ
z
2)ηp, (C.5)
Cp = −2i(b(p)1 σz1 + b(p)2 σz2)ηp
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk . (C.6)
We have defined the motional operators
Dˆ
(p)
ij = 〈i1j2|Dˆp(Cp)|i1j2〉, (C.7)
for i and j internal states of ions one and two. Each mode displacement is related; for
both ions in the same or opposite internal states these relations are simple:
Dˆ(p)gg = (Dˆ
(p)
ee )
† (C.8)
Dˆ(p)ge = (Dˆ
(p)
eg )
† (C.9)
due to the opposite direction of each displacement kick. The other relations are by a scalar
displacement amount, such that the motional displacement Cp for internal states |ee〉 and
|eg〉 are related by
Cp(ee) =
b
(p)
1 + b
(p)
2
b
(p)
1 − b(p)2
Cp(eg). (C.10)
The tensor product composite, mode independent, displacement operators for each state
are related in the same way:
Dˆgg = Π
L
p=1Dˆ
(p)
gg = Dˆ
†
ee (C.11)
Dˆge = Π
L
p=1Dˆ
(p)
ge = Dˆ
†
eg. (C.12)
We derive the phase acquired for each state from equation (3.44), the mode-dependent
phase term:
ξp =
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
cpmcpk sin(νp(tm − tk))−<[α
N∑
k=1
cpke
−iνptk ], (C.13)
for an initial motional coherent state α. This second component of the phase is zero
when the motion is restored at the end of the gate. As discussed in Chapter 3, when the
displacement is nonzero and this term is significant, we can correct for it using single-ion
rotations as it is not entangling. The total phase term, from equation (3.51) neglecting
global phase, reduces to:
L∑
p=1
ξp = 8
L∑
p=1
η2pσ
z
1σ
z
2b
(p)
1 b
(p)
2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)). (C.14)
The presence of both Ure and its Hermitian conjugate in the fidelity equation ensure that
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global phase does cancel. Internal states determine the value of the sum, and we have
defined
φij = 〈i1j2|
L∑
p=1
ξp|i1j2〉, (C.15)
for i, j ∈ {g, e}.
Total phase acquired by particular internal states is related according to
φgg = −φge = −φeg = φee, (C.16)
as each mode-dependent term in the sum changes sign for different internal states of ions
one and two.
For a general initial internal state
|ψ0〉 = a00|gg〉+ a01|ge〉+ a10|eg〉+ a11|ee〉, (C.17)
A = 〈ψ0|U †idUre|ψ0〉 (C.18)
= |a00|2ei(φgg−pi/4)Dˆgg + |a01|2ei(φge+pi/4)Dˆge + |a10|2ei(φeg+pi/4)Dˆeg
+ |a11|2ei(φee−pi/4)Dˆee. (C.19)
Using the cyclic nature of the trace, we have
F1 = Trm[A
†Aρm]. (C.20)
The trace becomes an expectation of pairs of motional displacement operators with respect
to ρm. Since operators on different motional modes commute, we can group the mode-
dependent components, for example
DˆggDˆge = Π
L
p=1Dˆ
(p)
gg Dˆ
(p)
ge . (C.21)
For a single mode, products of displacement operators are determined by
Dˆ(a)Dˆ(b) = e(ab
∗−a∗b)/2Dˆ(a+ b) (C.22)
= Dˆ(a+ b) if b = ca for a scalar c. (C.23)
We have seen that the arguments of our displacement operators, Cp from equation (C.7),
are indeed related by scalars for the same mode and different internal states.
If the initial motional state ρm is separable with respect to the motional modes, then the
expectation values can be taken individually for separate modes. We assume an initial
thermal product state as a typical motional distribution,
ρ(p)m = (1− e−h¯νp/kT )
∞∑
n=0
|n〉〈n|e−nh¯νp/kT (C.24)
ρm = ρ
(1)
m ⊗ ρ(2)m ⊗ ...⊗ ρ(L)m , (C.25)
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represented in the number basis, with temperature T and k the Boltzmann constant.
The expectation value for a single mode with a displacement z follows:
〈Dˆp(z)〉ρm = (1− e−h¯νp/kT )
∞∑
n=0
〈n|Dˆp(z)|n〉e−nh¯νp/kT (C.26)
= e−|z|
2/2(1− e−h¯νp/kT )
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=0
< n|z
m(a†p)m
m!
∞∑
r=0
(−z∗)rarp
r!
|n〉e−nh¯νp/kT
(C.27)
= e−|z|
2/2(1− e−h¯νp/kT )
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=0
(−|z|2)m
( √
n!√
(n−m)!
)2
1
m!m!
e−nh¯νp/kT
(C.28)
= e−|z|
2(1/2+n¯p), (C.29)
where n¯p is the average phonon population of the pth motional mode, and we have used the
Zassenhaus formula to expand the displacement operator in terms of mode annihilation
and creation operators, the orthonormality of the number basis and the property
arp|n〉 =
√
n!√
(n− r)! |n− r〉. (C.30)
Choosing a particular internal state has limited use as a figure of merit for a quantum
gate, which takes inputs of different initial forms in practice, the fidelity of each being
important. We consider the average fidelity, taking an even weighting over all initial
states. This corresponds to integrating over F1 for the possible values of the coefficients;
an integral over the three-dimensional surface (given four basis states) of a hypersphere
of radius one. We now have the formalism in place to calculate the average fidelity, which
depends on the number of ions as this determines the phase and displacement equations.
For two ions,
F2ave =
1
12
(
6 + e−4m1|C1|
2
+ e−4m2|C2|
2
+ 4e−(m1|C1|
2+m2|C2|2) sin(2φgg)
)
, (C.31)
where mi ≡ (1/2 + n¯i) is a function of the motional mode mean occupation level, and Cp
is the final displacement for mode p defined in equation (C.6) using equal and opposite
internal states for nonzero C1 and C2 respectively.
For more ions, there are more complicated internal state dependencies in the Cp final
displacements, so we define
cp = 2ηp
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk , (C.32)
which is independent of the internal state for a simpler fidelity definition. For three ions,
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the fidelity becomes
F3ave =
1
12
(6 + e−2m2|c2|
2−6m3|c3|2 + e−5.3¯3m1|c1|
2−2m2|c2|2−0.6¯6m3|c3|2
+ 2(e−1.3¯3m1|c1|
2−2.6¯6m3|c3|2 + e−1.3¯3m1|c1|
2−2m2|c2|2−0.6¯6m3|c3|2) sin 2φgg). (C.33)
The average fidelity for no relative phase and very large motional displacement is 0.5, a
point to keep in mind as we consider the fidelity values for the explored schemes.
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Appendix D
Asymmetric momentum kick
equations
If the laser providing the momentum kicks for fast gates addresses a transition from one
computational state to an auxiliary state, then the other computational state is untouched
by the ‘kick’. Without loss of generality, we choose the ground state to undergo the
momentum kick, while the excited state is left invariant. The unitary kick operator,
equation (3.33), becomes
Ukick = e
−2izk(x1αz1+x2αz2), (D.1)
where αzi |0〉i = 0 and αzi |1〉i = |1〉i. Thus (αzi )2 = αzi and αzi = (Ii + σzi )/2 for identity
operator I.
The mode basis transformation and the displacement and rotation operator expansion
take place as for symmetric kicks in Section 3.4, with the adapted motional displacements
Cp = −2iηp(b(p)1 αz1 + b(p)2 αz2)
N∑
k=1
zke
iνptk (D.2)
(D.3)
for each mode. The phase acquired for a given scheme becomes
L∑
p=1
ξp = 4
L∑
p=1
η2p(b
(p)
1 α
z
1 + b
(p)
2 α
z
2)
2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)) (D.4)
= 4
L∑
p=1
η2p((b
(p)
1 )
2αz1 + (b
(p)
2 )
2αz2 + 2b
(p)
1 b
(p)
2 α
z
1α
z
2)
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)),
(D.5)
which includes non-entangling state-dependent phase. This causes deviation from our
target gate, which can be corrected by single-qubit gates.
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We thus have the asymmetric phase condition equation
pi
4
= 2
L∑
p=1
η2pb
(p)
1 b
(p)
2
N∑
m=2
m−1∑
k=1
zmzk sin(νp(tm − tk)), (D.6)
where the right hand side is one quarter the size of the symmetric kick phase equa-
tion (3.53). A symmetric scheme that solves the condition equations will thus provide
only pi/16 phase in equation (D.6), or pi/8 relative phase between symmetric (|00〉, |11〉)
and asymmetric (|10〉, |01〉) states. The adapted displacements and phase can be directly
substituted into the fidelity derivation.
Appendix E
Adiabatic elimination
Here we consider the relative rates of the processes in the steady-state scheme master
equation (7.4). The decay of the temporary third level, at frequency γ′s, is much faster
than the other rates. We can thus adiabatically eliminate the temporary level |t〉. For two
ions coupled to the temporary level, as in equation (7.4), each element of the 9× 9 master
equation is considered individually, up to symmetries. We present here the calculation for
a single ion, ion 1, coupled to the temporary level to reduce the problem to solving for
elements of just a 3× 3 master equation. The details for the two-ion coupling are similar,
and the key steps of the process are outlined in this simpler problem.
First, we simplify the revised master equation to focus on the terms affected by the tem-
porary level:
ρ˙ = Lρ− iΩ′r[(b1a† + b†1a), ρ] + γ′sD[b1]ρ, (E.1)
Lρ := −iΩ[(J+ + J−), ρ] +
∑
i
γsD[σi−]ρ− iΩr[(J−a† + J+a), ρ]. (E.2)
Let the density matrix ρ be written as an expansion of the metastable ground |g〉 and
excited |e〉 states and the temporary |t〉 state of atom 1, the atom coupled to the temporary
level:
ρ = ρgg|g〉〈g|+(ρge|g〉〈e|+h.c.) + ρee|e〉〈e|+(ρgt|g〉〈t|+h.c.) + (ρet|e〉〈t|+h.c.) + ρtt|t〉〈t|,
(E.3)
where the coefficients ρij contain the tensor product with atom 2 and the motional levels,
so we must be careful since these coefficients do not automatically commute with operators
- in fact they only commute with operators on atom 1. We can write the master equation
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in this basis:
ρ˙ =
 ˙ρgg ˙ρge ˙ρgt˙ρeg ˙ρee ˙ρet
˙ρtg ˙ρte ρ˙tt
 (E.4)
=
Lρgg − iΩ′r(a†ρtg − ρgta) Lρge − iΩ′ra†ρte Lρgt − iΩ′r(a†ρtt − ρgga†)Lρeg + iΩ′rρeta Lρee Lρet + iΩ′rρega†
Lρtg − iΩ′r(aρgg − ρtta) Lρte − iΩ′raρge Lρtt − iΩ′r(aρgt − ρtga†)
 (E.5)
+ γ′s
 ρtt 0 −12ρgt0 0 −12ρet
−12ρtg −12ρte −ρtt
 , (E.6)
where we note that the Lρ superoperator does produce coupling between the levels of
atom 1, but will be eliminated shortly due to relative sizes of terms. We can rewrite the
master equation components involving γ′s:
˙ρgg = Lρgg − iΩ′r(a†ρtg − ρgta) + γ′sρtt (E.7)
˙ρgt = (L − 1
2
γ′s)ρgt − iΩ′r(a†ρtt − ρgga†) (E.8)
˙ρet = (L − 1
2
γ′s)ρet + iΩ
′
rρega
† (E.9)
ρ˙tt = (L − γ′s)ρtt − iΩ′r(aρgt − ρtga†), (E.10)
and conjugate terms. Recall that the decay rate γ′s  Ω′r and also the component rates
in Lρ, γ′s  Ωr, γs,Ω. We thus set
 :' L
γ′s
' Ω
′
r
γ′s
, (E.11)
such that   1. Our initial state has no population in the temporary level |t〉, as
we prepare our state in the computational basis. Noting the dominant decay terms for
equations (E.8), (E.9), and (E.10), we set the rates of change to 0. Rearranging gives
ρgt = −2i(a†ρtt − ρgga†) +O(ρgt) (E.12)
ρet = 2iρega
† +O(ρet) (E.13)
ρtt = −i(aρgt − ρtga†) +O(ρtt) (E.14)
= 42(aρgga
†) +O(ρtt). (E.15)
Now we can expand equation (E.7):
˙ρgg = Lρgg − 2Ω′r(a†aρgg + ρgga†a) + 4γ′s2aρgga† +O(102ρgg(10Ω′r+ Ω′r + γ′s))
(E.16)
= Lρgg − 2Ω
′2
r
γ′s
(a†aρgg + ρgga†a) + 4
Ω
′2
r
γ′s
aρgga
† +O(10LΩ
′2
r
γ′2s
ρgg) +O(100Ω
′4
r
γ′3s
ρgg).
(E.17)
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In Chapter 7, we use Ω′r = 106, giving
O(10LΩ
′2
r
γ′2s
ρgg) = O(10−3Lρgg) (E.18)
O(100Ω
′4
r
γ′3s
ρgg) = O(100ρgg). (E.19)
We can also simplify ˙ρge by substitution:
˙ρge = Lρge − iΩ′ra†ρte (E.20)
= Lρge − 2Ω
′2
r
γ′s
a†aρge +O(Ω
′2
r L
γ′2s
ρge). (E.21)
Disregarding error terms for the moment, our full master equation has become
 ˙ρgg ˙ρge ˙ρgt˙ρeg ˙ρee ˙ρet
˙ρtg ˙ρte ρ˙tt
 =
Lρgg + 4
Ω
′2
r
γ′s
D[a]ρgg Lρge − 2Ω
′2
r
γ′s
a†aρge 0
Lρeg − 2Ω
′2
r
γ′s
ρega
†a Lρee 0
0 0 0
 , (E.22)
where our system now effectively has two levels, |g〉 and |e〉: ˙ρgg ˙ρge ˙ρgt˙ρeg ˙ρee ˙ρet
˙ρtg ˙ρte ρ˙tt
 =
Lρgg + 4Ω′2rγ′s D[a]ρgg Lρge − 2Ω′2rγ′s a†aρge
Lρeg − 2Ω
′2
r
γ′s
ρega
†a Lρee
 . (E.23)
It is important to note the asymmetry since the ground state is coupled directly to the
temporary |t〉 level in the master equation (E.1), but the excited state is not. This leads
to the ground state projector in the decay operator when we write our master equation in
Lindblad form:
ρ˙ = −iΩ[(J+ + J−), ρ] +
∑
i
γsD[σi−]ρ− iΩr[(J−a† + J+a), ρ] +
4Ω
′2
r
γ′s
D[|g〉1〈g|a]ρ,
(E.24)
where |g〉1〈g| is the ground state projector for atom 1 coupled to the temporary level.
This model describes the system dynamics for the simple case of a single atom coupled to
temporary level |t〉. The single atom coupling requires laser addressing of a single ion, and
achieves fidelities slightly lower than the joint addressing case modelled by equation (7.4).
The adiabatic elimination for the joint atom coupling to |t〉 is similarly calculated, with
more master equation elements.
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